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möte09 - a proposal on forms of meetings between art, theory, artists and audience

möte09 (meeting09) was a choreographic project as well as an interdisciplinary and international meeting place. Four meetings, ranging
between seven to fourteen days, took
place during the Spring 2009 in four
Swedish cities: Stockholm, Göteborg,
Umeå and Malmö. In total, 31 artists/
theorists/practitioners from different fields were invited to a short and
intense process with the main task of
investigating formats of meeting an
audience/user. Another essential part
in setting up möte09 was investigating modes of production and collaboration - not only in the physical meetings, but also on structural, political
and economic levels.
The ambition of this publication is to
share some of the thoughts that were
generated through the project, to discuss related questions and to recommend tools, games, projects, networks
and forums that we have encountered
during the project. Enjoy!
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Introduction
möte09 was a choreographic project as well
as an interdisciplinary and international
meeting place. Four meetings, ranging
between seven to fourteen days, took place
during the Spring 2009 in four S wedish
cities: Stockholm, Göteborg, Umeå and
Malmö. In total, 31 artists/theorists/pracitioners from different fields were invited to
a short and intense process with the main
task of investigating the question of formats
of meeting an audience/user, and to open up
their process to an audience, in the form of a
Proposal or an open process activity that we
termed The Price of a Coffee.
The project was initiated and organized by
a group of dancers/choreographers/artists/
producers based in Stockholm, in collaboration with institutions, venues, groups and
companies, and was supported by S wedish
and Nordic public funding bodies and
through co-production.
The meetings
The frames of the meetings were very open and
aimed to let the invited participants commonly
decide on organization, directions, methods and
proposals. This openness created a space for a
myriad of directions, unexpected encounters and
ideas that we didn’t know that we were looking
for. It provided a space for thinking/doing in a
state of experimental searching, and generated
a massive amount of material, of which some

is shared in this book. The loose frames also
sometimes became a source of frustration; How
to work when we don’t know where we are going?
How to work collectively when the individuals
have such different interests? How to treat issues
of quality in this context? Can we share without
(re)presenting? Who’s responsibility is this? What
is a meeting and how does it happen?
The publication
This publication aims to fill different functions,
sharing being the main one. Here, we try to make
available some of the thoughts and activities that
were generated along, through and beyond the
four meetings. It is intended to be used not only
as a project report, but as a toolbox and inspiration for anyone interested in the field of choreography. Since möte09 is fairly hard both to grasp
and explain, we have felt the necessity to make
everything as clear as possible, and this publication is an attempt in that direction.
Before we start…
… we would like to thank all the participants,
co-producers, funders, friends and colleagues for
making this possible, and for entering the project
with engagement, energy and risk-taking.
We truly hope that this book will be of use for
you, as this project is one of promoting the idea
that art should be used - for thinking/doing, being
and proposing further, deeper, differently, and for
searching beyond what we know. Enjoy!
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Project framework
Ingrid Cogne, Johan Thelander & Anders Jacobson

The following paragraphs were continously
developed during the project and given to
the participants and shared on the project
website prior to the meetings:
Invitation
All participants are invited as individuals, not
as “representatives” for an art form, a country,
an academic position etc. We hope that this can
bring about a possible setting that allows not
necessarily having to refer to our “professional
identity” or established position, but rather to
meet on a level of c ollaborative thinking/doing,
to exist “outside” of one’s everyday practice, to try
other things and meet in other ways. One aim is
to facilitate a milieu where we are always in a state
of searching; through play, change, friction, conflict and “reflection through doing”. Additionally,
6

the participants are asked to organize the work
during the meeting period.
Proposal
The task of the participants is to share one or
several Proposals with an audience. When,
in what manner and how many times, will be
decided by the participants during the meeting.
The participants are free to choose whether they
want to try out individual or collective proposals, and we are not asking for a “collective entity
authorship” to the proposals. The term proposal
also suggests that we can share things with an
audience “before” we know exactly what it is we
are proposing, and thus meet through the state of
searching rather than delivering.
We have the sensation that within the art sector
there’s a widespread tendency to fixate on prod-

ucts from the part of both the sender, the receiver
and the distributor. By using the word proposal
- to address the meeting between the participants
and the audience - we want to find a more open
approach to that which is being shared.
What does a proposal signify? We suggest that a
proposal has the potential to provide the attending audience/user with the possibility to leave
their own conditions for a little while. To understand what is being proposed we must first listen
to the proposal. The listening in itself is a kind of
open reception where we let ourselves be affected.
To understand what the proposal suggests we
have to see it from its own perspective, e.g. we
need to tune in with it (What is its history?
Where does it come from? In which context are
we located? etc). We need to allow ourselves to

listen without identifying, and by approaching
the proposal on its own terms we might become
activated and start to produce meaning.
The Price of a Coffee
The participants are asked to open the doors to
their process to an audience, as many times as possible. This is called The Price of a Coffee. During
this (non)event, the meeting place functions as a
public space, and the audience is invited to listen,
question, come and go as they like. The setting for
The Price of a Coffee is an attempt to share a process
and meet/listen/attend without the feeling of having to present something in an official or formal
manner, and not necessarily having to introduce
or inform the visitors as to what is happening, but
simply open the doors and say “Drop by”.
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Inviting the
participants
Johan Thelander & Anders Jacobson

During the selection process an interesting
political discussion arose revolving around
the different agendas of financial distribution in relation to categorization of people.
Which country does a person “represent”
who grew up in one country, was trained
in another, is a resident of a third, and
working in a fourth? What do we mean by
“international”? How are we to deal with
concepts such as diversity when we’re looking for people dealing with issues that are
particularly acute in certain parts of certain
cultures? When is a nation primarily using
art and artists for political branding? What
is the diversity within a social category,
and in what ways do we lump people who
think very differently together in the same
category? When does diversity become an
obstacle? And who do we exclude, through
our thematic choices and our interests?
Expanding networks
One important aspect for us was to invite people
whom we didn’t know from before, and that they
were new to the context in which the meeting
took place. In order to reach beyond our own networks we approached a number of people - some
that we knew from before, some that we met
8

on travels, or by searching the web - to propose
possible participants. We also travelled to each
of the four cities that the project would visit in
order to meet people from local galleries, theatres,
universities etc.
Method
Decisions about who to invite were made through
consensus where each member in the production
team proposed possible participants by presenting
information about an artist/theorist. If consensus
was not achieved, everyone presented his or her
concerns, which often led to another round of
discussion before once again calling for consensus. If consensus still wasn’t achieved we moved
on to discuss the next proposal.
We chose to devote a significant amount of time
on searching and collecting proposals for possible participants as well as gather information
on the practice of each proposed participant, for
example by arranging a meeting with the person
in question, or searching for articles, books, videos, critiques etc, that could help us imagine the
landscape that they are engaged in.
All participants are briefly presented in relation to
the meeting they were participating in.

möte09 core organizing team

Ingrid Cogne (FRA)
Ingrid Cogne is a French choreographic artist
based in Stockholm. She makes artistic proposals
in the dance field related to the artistic, political
and social contexts she finds herself in. In her
artistic process, Ingrid is studying the concept of
meeting under various aspects. Ingrid is an associated artist of Weld. She graduated in Didactic and
Motor Activity in 2001 and defended a master
thesis in Dance Anthropology in 2004. In möte09,
she was developing the project framework and
concept, as well as experimenting with different
formats of documentation.
Anders Jacobson (SE)
Anders Jacobson is a dancer based in Stockholm.
He takes an interest in interdisciplinary projects
in the greyzones between choreography/organization, self education/policy production and consultation/activism. He is running Hybris Konstproduktion (the association behind möte09), is a
member of Live Art Collective MELO, and related
to International Performance Exchange (INPEX).
Anders co-initiated möte09 in 2006 and was
mainly responsible for production.

Efwa-Wiktoria Rodell (SE)
Efwa-Wiktoria Rodell is educated at Kulturverkstan, a two year project managing program in
Göteborg. She has worked as a producer at the
venues Atalante (Göteborg) and Dansstationen
(Malmö) and has, as a freelance producer, worked
with e.g. Philippe Blanchard, Jens Östberg, and
Live Art Collective MELO. She also works as a
musician in the performing arts collective Arena
Baubo. Ewik has just completed a year of medical
studies and is fascinated by the body as microcosmos; space of matter, energy and space-time. In
möte09, Ewik was mainly responsible for production, logistics and co-production.
Johan Thelander (SE)
Johan Thelander, based in Stockholm, works with
dance and choreography. He is running the association Hybris Konstproduktion and is currently
doing an MA in choreography at The University
College of Dance in Stockholm. Johan co-initiated
möte09 and has during the project worked with,
amongst other things, framework/concept development and economy.
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Stockholm meeting
Weld, March 23-31 2009

The Stockholm meeting came to focus on the question:
Is it possible to choreograph a meeting?
“In the greyzones between choreography and meeting
and the fundamental contradictions between both,
Sönke, Zeenath, Athena and Louise have identified a
few key concepts to scout the possibility to create an
overlap between both:
Delay; referring to the different temporal structure of
choreography (assuming some kind of delay) and meeting (existing in the immediate moment).
Suspension and collapse; looking at collapse, disruption,
deconstruction as an accidental space which enables

meeting.
Mutual awareness and presence; when looking at
conditions of meetings, some kind of awareness of the
exchange is required, whether it is in the moment itself
or in retrospect.
Change and shift; do meetings enable change? Or would
shift - as in a subtle reconfiguration of thought or practice - be a more appropriate way to define the outcome
of meeting?
Choreography; and the challenge to write the immediacy
of a meeting through a choreography shifting borders
between audience and performer.” Els Silvrants

Activities, projects and
proposals
This section briefly describes some of the
activities and proposals from the Stockholm
meeting at Weld.
My name is Andrea
During the first days of the meeting, Olof
Broström took portraits of all participants and
organizers and then morphed them together to a
new person: Andrea. It’s strange and somewhat
uncanny - both scary and beautiful - perfection
and symmetry provoked discussions on collective
identity, authorship and the compromise where
differences are erased in striving to be one with a
group.
Proposal: The Moving Conversation Game
The main proposal from the Stockholm meeting
was a choreographic discussion game. The game
is constructed so that two people are sitting facing
each other, and the others form two semi circles
around. If someone in the “audience” wants to
join the discussion s/he signals to the person in
the middle s/he wishes to speak to. If the invitation is accepted, the whole constellation moves
12

so that the two new speakers are in the middle.
In this way the conversation moves around in the
space. The game dissolves the relation performer/
spectator and gives the choice to all participants
whether to speak or listen. It highlights questions of concentration, suspension, activation and
engagement. The Moving Conversation Game has,
since it was constructed in Stockholm, been used
in all the following meetings, as well as in other
projects. You can find and try out the game rules
on page 16.
A Moving Lecture
The organizing team invited communication
researcher Viveka Adelswärd for an open talk.
She touched upon basic concepts in communication theory, and, among other things, referred to
Erwin Goffman, social psychologist, who used
theatre and dramaturgy as metaphors for meeting. The participants proposed that everyone in
the space could move during the talk, in order to
challenge the relations between “the expert” and
“the listener” as well as the relation between concentration and physical activity. After the visitors

and lecturer getting used to the movement in the
space, it created an relaxed atmosphere, were the
lecture gradually dispersed into smaller conversing groups.
The Price of a Coffee
Four hours of open process/drop-in with hanging
out, talking, music, toast and coffee. During the
evening several different, individual or collective,
projects were tried out; four hours of nonstop The
Moving Conversation Game, Collective Horizon by
Olof Broström, I danced with Athena and I liked
it by Athena Mazarakis, a video installation by Els
Silvrants and Mieke Van de Voort, and more. The
studio floor was set as a map of the local streets,
aiming to connect the different activities to spaces
and functions “outside” of Weld.
Collective Horizon
Olof Broström invited participants and visitors of
The Price of a Coffee to draw a horizon. The result,
Collective Horizon, is an image consisting of 38
horizons. The image is published on pages 10-11.

I danced with Athena, and I liked it
Athena Mazarakis proposed a project where the
visitors could find her in the space (with the sign
of a red rose), and according to different proposals on posters in the space, “share a dance”, “pick
up” or “hold hands” together in different places
(private or public) in the space. After the physical
meeting, Athena gave the visitor a note:
1. Pass this on to someone in the next 8 hours.
2. When you receive this, sms the name of
the street you are on to the following mobile
number....
3. Then, pass this on to someone in the next 8
hours.
Presentation of Department of Reading
Sönke Hallman presented his project The Department of Reading, and the participants tried out
the interface, where a Skype chat is connected to
a web page, where simple codes in Skype creates
collaborative texts and visual experimentation of
reading in the web interface.
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Stockholm participants

Olof Broström (SE)
Olof Broström creates automatic drawing machines, small robots that he employs in order to
draw sketches of analog phenomena. The autonomous drawing machines are all built by hand with
an assiduousness that testifies to a great familiarity with crafts. Often, Broström uses already existing constructions, for example cleaning robots or
radio-controlled toy cars, as the building blocks
for a robot. Then he gives them the characteristics they need in order to be able do a sketch, by
connecting various pens and nibs to their bodies.
The studio is filled to the brim with small gadgets,
motors, nuts, and tools. (Text by Erik Berg.)
www.oolf.net
Sönke Hallmann (DE)
Sönke Hallmann lives and works in Berlin. His
essays in the field of literary scholarship address
the communality of reading and writing, as well
as the strands between playing and language, both
against the background of messianic conceptions
of time. Sönke Hallmann founded the Department of Reading in 2006 and has since devoted
his work to reading and writing in performative
settings. www.reading.department.cc
Zeenath Hasan (IND)
Zeenath Hasan involves herself in the people
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centered practice of design research to exercise
the potential of media technologies for socially
appropriate intervention. The studio from where
she conducts her doctoral research on the role
of media in a democracy is located in the School
of Arts and Communication, Malmö University.
She was born in Kolkata and currently resides in
Malmö. She has worn the labels of Information
Architect, Interface Designer, Design Researcher,
Cultural Producer, Media Artist and Researcher,
and runs a one-person design research firm.
www.zeeniac.net
Louise Höjer (SE)
Louise Höjer is a theorist with a background
in 20th century philosophy and an interest in
contemporary art practice. Her research dovetails two main interest: the use of the architectural metaphor in occidental philosophy and
the modification of architecture as an aesthetic
strategy in contemporary art. She has curated
several conferences and events in London mainly
at the Tate and ICA. For the last few years, she has
worked closely with the artist Tino Sehgal which
has led her to a quite surprising new career/
personal development as a dancer and she is
currently enjoying discovering new connections
between movement, choreography and theoretical
interests.

Athena Mazarakis (ZAF)
Athena Mazarakis is a South African choreographer, performer, educator and researcher currently based in Sweden. In the thirteen years of
her professional practice she has performed with
leading South African companies such as The
First Physical Theatre Company and the Forgotten Angle Theatre Collaborative and dance and
theatre artists such as Gary Gordon, PJ Sabbagah,
Juanita Finestone, Gerard Bester, Jeanette Ginslov,
Boyzie Cekwana and Gregory Maqoma. In the
four years leading up to her relocation to Sweden
Athena also held the position of Lecturer in the
Wits University School of Arts where she taught
Physical Theatre, Choreography and Mime. As
a choreographer, Athena has most recently been
exploring the relationship between the body and
a live interactive digital arts interface in performance while investigating the notion of somatic
memory. The idea of the body as archive is also
the central topic of her research towards a Masters
Degree.
Els Silvrants (BE)
Els Silvrants is a sinologist. She leads Theatre in
Motion (TIM), a non-profit organization founded
in 2005 that runs an artistic research LAB in
Beijing, embedded in a local cluster of artists,
theorists, architects and scientists. TIM supports

research projects of contemporary artists using
cross-disciplinary information and/or research
strategies. At the core of LAB lies the question
what cross-disciplinary interaction can teach us
about the specificity and added value of artistic
research in broader research debate, and what
kind of new organizational forms can be established to accommodate this.
www.theatreinmotion.org/lab
Mieke Van de Voort (NL)
In Mieke Van de Voort’s work fact and fiction, poetry and documentary investigation, performance
and theatrical play all combine, always in different
ways. The precarious distinction between the
legitimacy of one’s own actions and the social
consequences of those actions, is an issue that
regularly concerns Van de Voort. Her latest work,
Generale Staten, is a meeting, a performance set
in the décor of an imaginary state, Orania. It is a
form of game that centers around the outbreak
of a contagious disease. A minimum of rules
enables the performers to act, they are otherwise
free to determine their strategies themselves. For
the artist, the dynamic form of the ‘game’ is a
means of losing control over her work and its ‘end
product’. The fictitious story, or the ‘other’ parallel
world, indirectly questions existing structures and
worldly laws.
15

The Moving Conversation Game
By the möte09 Stockholm participants

In a setting of 10 people: 2 chairs are placed facing each other and 10 chairs form two semi-circles, one on
each side of the first two chairs.
Rules
1. Choose a topic and the duration that the game will last.
2. Each participant takes a seat in the formation (leaving two seats in the semi-circles empty).
3. The two participants sitting on the two chairs facing each other starts the conversation while the participants in the semi-circles remain silent.
4. At any moment one of the listeners can signal that s/he wants to enter the conversation (for example by
raising her/his arm). The speakers then decide whether to let the listener in or not. If no, the conversation continues as before. If yes, one of the speakers and the entering speaker will shift their chairs so
that they face each other. When this happens the setup will reconfigure in two semi-circles around the
new two facing chairs. In this way the constellation moves through the space.
5. At any time one or both of the speakers can leave their chair and take a seat on one of the empty chairs
in the semi-circle. The speaking chairs can now be occupied by any other participant.
Options
Satellite constellation: A listener can move her/his seat to another place in the room; initiating another
possible constellation following the same figure.
Traces: Participants mark their journey through the space by sticking an arrow on the floor - each time
they reposition their chair - in the direction they sit.
Marking space: If your playing field needs spatial references for better orientation (for example a map), use
something like tape or chalk to draw a few lines or figures.

Documentation
process attempts
Ingrid Cogne
Stockholm or “the documentation by chance”
When möte09 started in Stockholm, I was
interested in looking at the relation between the
process and the product through the quantity of
information a person in the audience can get.
I tried to create a distance from the project in
order to access to the spectator’ status proposed
in the context of möte09 (i.e. a meeting with a
process part - called The Price of a Coffee - and
a meeting with an “artistic product” - termed
Proposal). I was interested in challenging the/my
capacity to follow the thinking of the group and
therefore I stepped in and out of the meeting.
The method chosen was to select the information by chance. I used dice to define the time, the
quantity and the person concerned. I wanted to
be really open concerning the choice of medias,
so for the first meeting I identified six activities
each day: Video documentation (30 min); Photo
documentation (30 min, a certain amount of
pictures); Recording of a video discussion (two
persons, duration 2 to 5 min); One sentence

written by someone else; Being myself (30 min);
Following someone else (30 min).
Conclusion
- This proposal of documentation amplified a
situation that was not pre-conceived: some of
the participants of möte09 Stockholm felt chased
like “lab rats” (not only by me but also the other
möte09 organization team members).
- Relocating the process-product relation inside
the process, emphasized the relations between
the notions of quantity and time. Despite the
choice of small formats, the quantities were still
important.
- Despite the use of chance, I still had a too important role concerning “what to look at” in the
activities of video/photo documentations.
- The activity that felt the most relevant in the
context of möte09 Stockholm was the video discussion between two persons.
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Reflections
Excerpts from the evaluation by Athena Mazarakis

möte09 is a project that really pushes the boundaries, not only in the way it seeks to interrogate
the most fundamental relationship in art and theatre making, but also in the way that the meetings
themselves have been formatted. Of course it was
the very freedom and space that was granted to
us that caused mild panic in the group at first…
and which returned every so often during the
nine days… But I guess it was exactly in this space
of mild panic, or uncertainty rather, requiring
a group of strangers to search together for what
it was that they were doing, that held the most
exciting possibilities in terms of meeting and
talking/thinking/talking/doing/talking and more
talking about meetings.
This ‘searching’ is one of the words that keeps
resurfacing as I think back on those nine days
and look over the notes I took during that time.
I suppose the uncertainty and the searching that
it evoked, reminds me of ‘the gap’ in an improvisation, that space in which you no longer know
where you are and where you are going, but
from which something unexpected emerges. Not
knowing where you are in an improvisation with
people you’ve developed a working relationship
with or in one’s own processes is not a negative
thing at all, it can be a little frightening but it
doesn’t paralyze the process. In fact it often leads
to the most interesting discoveries, provided you
can be ok with the ‘not knowing’. Being in a similar situation within a group who don’t know each
other too well or who speak such different languages according to their own backgrounds and
approaches to work proved to be a somewhat different story. I think we certainly found moments
of ‘the gap’ that led to flurries of activity and
investigation, but often the ‘not knowing’ resulted
in a pulling back, with each individual trying to
process what we had been doing and finding our
way through the not knowing and the ‘feeling
lost’ on our own, through our own resources.
18

What was interesting to me was that when we
re-entered the common space of searching/working/meeting again, each person’s background
resources really brought an interesting perspective to the situation. Shifting it - resetting it again.
The rhythm that this set up in terms of how the
days played out was an interesting one. While I
think many of us were anticipating or expecting a
building up of momentum through our activities
leading perhaps to the presentation of a proposal,
the rhythm that emerged through our moments
of flow followed by withdrawal and then returning to the meeting, was not one of momentum
but was more one of setting and resetting. Ironically reflecting the rhythm and structure of ‘the
conversation game’, which is perhaps one of the
more tangible things to emerge out of our time
together. I suppose the conversation game starts
to hold quite a lot about our energies as a group
and how we worked together.
Although I had noted in my notebook that
I sensed a huge gap and even an imbalance
between the discussion/discourse and action/
experimentation happening, in retrospect, to my
great surprise some of the moments of ‘the gap’
or flow (which because of my own background
I associate with action and experimentation)
happened precisely within the space of conversations – through discussion and discourse. The
improvisational quality of these conversations
became really striking, manifesting eventually in
the conversation game. The conversation game
really threaded together, or rather bound together
action, movement and discussion. Its very rules
ensured the enmeshment of action and discussion, allowing ideas to literally dance through the
space. Is that not what we want meetings between
an artwork and its audience/user to be – a space
in which that dance can happen? We could only
talk if we moved through space, we could only
move through the space if someone had some-

thing to offer, share or challenge, we could only
move if we constantly crossed the line between
actor and spectator. In this way we configured
and reconfigured spatially our roles of ‘actors’/
speakers/participants and spectators/listeners/audience and the relationships between the two.
While I can recognize the wealth of all of this
now, I did feel within the meeting that we could
have found more moments of the ‘flow’ of interesting discoveries within ‘the gap’ if there were
more parameters set in place within which to
work. By this I mean a very simple, basic set of
parameters that would not stifle or prescribe the
unfolding of events from the meeting but rather
just offer some added containment that could allow for a greater depth of exploration. Such basic
parameters such as laying down starting times
for work etc could perhaps have allayed some of
the frustrations experienced. The ‘searching’ for
some common ground, a common language with
which to speak, common meeting points, was
fairly draining – feeling that there is some sort
of structure to the day within what is essentially
unknown territory could provide some kind of
psychological security.
Similarly I felt that we could have benefited from
the structured events earlier in the week, as these
events such as the BMC (Body Mind Centering)
on the first day which I thought was fantastic,
really did build a community of sorts, out of a
group of strangers, allowing for a space in which
a shared language could begin to emerge. Of
course, once again, I realize that sometimes these
events are out of the organizer’s control and that
indeed when they did happen were actually really
valuable for the point that we were at.
I really valued the meeting of ideas within those
nine days. For example the smaller group discussion that I was a part of in the first two days with
Sönke, Louise, and Zeenath was really valuable to

me as the re-addressing of the notion of choreography and meeting, and the choreography
of meetings, from an analytical, philosophical
perspective really pushed open my thinking on
my own practice in the way that it forced me to
step outside of the doing and consider the doing,
which one often leaves to others.
- The potentiality of meeting is the only thing that
exists – we can only set up the conditions for the
meeting – the transaction within the meeting
itself is out of our choreographic control – but
if we somehow engage the spectator as an active
agent there is all the more potential for a transaction to occur.
- Collapse and disruption can also create a meeting.
- A meeting involves suspension – the magic moment when we enter the meeting (or withdraw)
is a suspension. The meeting itself is a suspension – suspending all else – not freezing it – but
suspending it.
- Meetings are not only immediate but often exist
in a spatial and temporal delay.
With the above points in mind I know that the
time spent in Stockholm with the other participants and organizers of möte09 in some ways
caused a fundamental collapse and disruption of
the familiar, of what I know, creating the potential
for meeting something new in thinking about the
relationship with the audience and the formats in
which those meetings take place. I know too that
these meetings that took place will continue to
make meaning for me and will continue to evoke
shifts… albeit with some delay… as I encounter
these issues when I either conceive of or take part
in an art work – at the moment of suspension
between being and doing.
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Göteborg meeting
Atalante, April 15-22 2009

Starting from the question: Do we need to present
ourselves in order to collaborate?, the week in
Göteborg developed in many different directions. One
thing that became central were the time formats for
working and collaborating; 3 working blocks per day;
17 minutes presentations; “5 minutes to prepare”; “2
minutes with...”.
The aim to use the theatre, it’s stage and lobby as sort
of a place to “hang out”, and “lowering the threshold”
for people to enter in a casual and relaxed manner, was
central when inviting the audience.

Activities, projects and
proposals
This section briefly describes some of the
activities and proposals from the Göteborg
meeting at Atalante. The main proposal
was concerned with enacting the role of the
spectator was constructed of several components:
Auditorium Piece
This proposal investigated the possibilities of only
using the auditorium as a space for encounter,
taking away the stage completely. The audience
received kits with different objects that related to
different stories and tasks/games that were shared
during the proposal, in a casual way, often playing
with perception in different ways; imagining tiny
football players on a piece of paper, turning mandarines into animals, counting to twelve on one
hand, listening to classical ballet music on a very
low volume, and more. One aspect of the evening
was the expectation of the curtains eventually
opening, and starting the “real” performance,
which (of course?) never happened. In stead
the evening continued as a party with pizza for
everyone.
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Little People in the glitch between
stage and auditorium
Behind the curtain - that was right in front of the
audience - was an installation created from a large
number of small people/figures, scale 1:100, in
the glitch where the stage ends and auditorium
begins. One at a time, people from the audience
were led behind the curtain to visit the installation. The image made clear a central aspect of
möte09 - walking the “in-betweens” of art and
audience, and taking a close look at the transparent walls and distances that separate them.
Animals as audience?
Several participants seemed to have a slight obsession with animals as they returned in discussions
and tasks. During the proposal, small toy animals
were used both in an installation in the theatre
lobby, where animals were watching moving
shadows of other animals behind a white curtain
(picture on pages 20-21). Included in the “audience kit” was a plastic toy animal that the audience was asked to place comfortably in one of the
chairs. (The subject of animals as audience had

arrived already in the pre-production process,
when trying to figure out the tax rules for artists
working in Sweden. The tax authorities were not
sure wether or not performing for animals could
be regarded as artistic.)
The Price of a Coffee
Three hours of drop-in with hanging out, talking,
dancing, playing, music, waffles and coffee. The
participants and visitors recorded several videos
of Dance to another song and celebrate (read more
about Dance to another song on page 67), tried
different tasks and games that the participants
had developed during the previous days. People
that had never been to Atalante and who had no
idea of what möte09 was, spontaniously dropped
by to hang out in the lobby, bringing pizza,
reading books in the auditorium, watching what
was going on, participating in the games and
discussing the project. Kids were playing Pilates
Ball on stage and painting table tennis balls as
presents. The effort to use the theatre as a “social”
hang-out space for everyone felt truly successful
this day.

Short time formats
Answering the question of “Do we need to
present ourselves in order to collaborate?”, the
group decided to prepare 17 minutes individual
presentations, aiming to identify each person’s
most urgent interests. The 17 minutes format was
inspired by the online lecture archive TED. The
presentations could take any form and included
verbal presentations, personal sharing, physical
work, performance, installations and listening to
music. The subjects touched upon, among other
things; “positive distraction”, community and folk
art, the theatrical spotlight, producing engagement, physical awareness and presence in space,
and sharing time.
In order to try different formats of collaborating
and presenting, the participants split into small
groups and gave themselves five minutes to prepare proposals for the rest of the group. This session resulted in small “pieces”, that were presented
as videos on the web: “Follow the architect”,
“Toothpaste Piece”, “Tape Piece”, “The ignorant
performers” and “Chinese Wall”.
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Göteborg participants

Clara Cornil (FRA)
In France and abroad, Clara Cornil has collaborated with Régine Chopinot, Thierry Thieù Niang,
Olivia Grandville and Philipp Gehmacher. To
pursue her own work and research, she set up the
dance company Les Décisifs in 2004. Clara Cornil’s
work is characterized by a need to transcend form
and representation, moving beyond meaning into
matter and time. To shake off the visible and work
on the perception of what cannot be seen. At the
centre is the body that carries thought. At some
times it is an object of transformation, at other
times a subject matter capable of re-interpreting,
at all times “present” and “in the making”.
www.lesdecisifs.com
Elín Hansdottír (ICE)
Elín Hansdóttir is an Icelandic artist working
in Berlin. Her installations focus on the act of
paying attention, where the viewer is drawn in
a physical dialogue with the work, emphasizing his/her experience of being there. Shows include Frieze Projects in London, Between Two
Deaths at the ZKM Mediamuseum in Karlsruhe,
Germany, Art Against Architecture - National
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Gallery of Iceland, and Reconstructing the
Real - Headlands Center for the Arts in San
Francisco. www.elinhansdottir.net
Joel Hedgren (SE)
Joel Hedgren’s interest is mostly in the body and
its immediate surroundings, in the spatial and
bodily interaction between man and the environment. He’s an architect with a masters degree from
KTH School of Architecture in Stockholm, combining employment with running his own projects
on the side. In his own projects, he is exploring
boundaries between art and architecture and how
ideas can be created in one field and the translated
into the other. He is driven by the belief that architecture will gain from a broader definition of
the field and from looking at adjacent disciplines.
www.joelhedgren.se
Sara Lindström (SE)
Sara Lindström is a freelance choreographer and
performer with her base in England and Sweden.
She works within a variety of performance settings, using the body as a starting point to explore
the edges of performance making, and with an in-

terest in a collaborative working process. As a choreographer and performer she is part of the dance
theatre collective MIKS, and ‘you are now here
collective’, researching audience interaction within
performance. www.saralindstrom.com
Håkan Magnusson (SE)
Håkan Magnusson is a set and costume designer
trained at the University College of Film, Radio,
Television and Theatre in Stockholm. He works
with theatre, dance and exhibitions in different
contexts. Since 2001, Håkan is teaching at K3
School of Arts and Communication, Malmö University, at the bachelor in stage production. Up until 2007 he was responsible for the programme and
developed courses in performance, theatre, exhibitions and more. Often using the method “devising”, he is interested in the attempt to use an equal
approach towards all parts of a production. Håkan
is interested in investigating the stage space from a
participation and community art perspective.
Jelena Rundqvist (SE)
Jelena Rundqvist is an artist working in a variety
of expressions; installations, video, fashion, design,

craft, graphic design, meetings and situations. She
also works as a curator, actively involved in the
artistic process of the exhibitions/projects she curates. The last years she has become increasingly
interested in dance, choreography and motion.
Between 2004-2008, Jelena was - as part of the artist group Konst2 - director of the art centre Tensta
Konsthall in Stockholm. Before that she was involved in establishing several platforms in Stockholm for art, design, music and performance.
Øivind Alexander Slaatto (DK)
Øivind Slaatto is an independent industrial designer, working as artist with the Danish art group
N55 and as musician in different constellations.
Passionate to find better solutions - no matter in
what kind of work he’s involved in - with a never
ending optimism. As a dedicated fan of the trial
an error method, he believes that mistakes have a
great value that has to be taken seriously. He has
studied music at the Royal Danish Academy of
Music and took his master as industrial designer at
Danmarks Designskole in 2007. www.n55.dk
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Documentation
process attempts
Ingrid Cogne

Göteborg or “seeking the efficiency”
In consequence to the first meeting attempt, I
decided to focus on the use of video discussion
between two persons in möte09 Göteborg. Considering that the video was addressed to an Internet audience, I chose the format according to my
own difficulties when looking at videos on the web
longer than 2 min. The format became “2 min
with…”. The third element I was interested in was
the frequency of the access to information in order
to be able to follow the thinking and development
of a process. The group of participants decided to
work with an open time frame of three blocks per
day. Hence I proposed that after each block, two
persons do a 2 minute dialogue on things that have
come up during that block (I decided to remove
the möte09 organizing team from the panel in order to avoid the format of interview observed in
Stockholm). In order to promote an easy organization, I structured the week by using the Berger
Pairing tables (used for example in chess tournaments, eds. note).
Conclusion:
- This proposal of documentation revealed a lack
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of responsibility from some of the participants for
one of the main questions of möte09 (access of the
audience to the process). I had a hard time to gather a pair in order to document the “2 min with…”
- This attempt made me realize that I probably
should reach a more traditional format of documentation where only one “external” person documents.
- Even though this format of documentation gave
a lot of work to edit and upload the movies on the
website and a lot to look at for the internet audience, I still consider it as an interesting basis. I
should have added comments to facilitate the following of the process.
- A few participants of möte09 Göteborg told me
that they would have preferred to talk 2 min alone
in order to follow the articulation of their own
thinking (I did not envisage this format because I
wanted to avoid the format of interview).

Reflections
From a discussion thread on möte09.org
Posted by Øivind Alexander Slaatto

Comment posted by Karin Schmidt

What’s the point?
Are you wondering, what we are doing? Well, so
am I... And that’s why I can see a reason to do it.
möte09 has the loosest structure which I have
ever experienced: collect a group of individuals,
all with different skills & background and pay
them to pay attention together for 9 days.

Hi!
Thanks for your description of the structure, loose
and free, yet demanding responsibility. I only
participated in STHLM once at Weld, would have
loved to be part of more meetings that I’ve seen
on the web. I feel inspired by the way the meetings develop, to move in space while communicating, developing ideas, structures of action becomes creative, constructive learning from flocks
of birds, chimpanzees while moving through their
premises.. or why not from children?

With no given structure, no time frame, no problem to solve, no product to produce, this meeting
can evolve in any direction. The fact, that nothing
is decided but anything is open gives responsibility to every participant - as well as a pressure to
take responsibility for the process, yourself and
the group.
It seems that everybody is committed to finding the potentials of the situation before timeout. Structure evolves, ambitions get discussed,
experiments clarify different potentials with and
within the group and slowly I can sense where the
journey will go.
I’m looking forward to see, where it will end!

The balance between inward and outward
movement seems to take shape in the room, as a
sociospatial interaction adding life, complexity
and unity.
Questions I ask myself: Do we know in which way
we need/use each other? How can we permit this?
Are our common beliefs expressed in the frame
the meetings develop? Where does the path lead?
Looking forward to next step..
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Umeå meeting
NorrlandsOperan,
May 18-31 2009

The experience from the meetings in Stockholm and
Göteborg showed that inviting an audience is difficult
when in the middle of a sometimes confusing process
and a state of searching. So, in order to challange the
feeling of needing to present something finished (or at
least prepared) to an audience, to dare to meet in the
process, the production team asked the participants in
Umeå to do a larger number of open activities than in
the previous meetings. The Umeå meeting lasted for
two weeks, almost the double compared to Stockholm
and Göteborg, The möte09 team added some rules in
order to intensify the production and put some practical
frames:
Task for first week: minimum two Price of a Coffee or
Proposals. Task for second week: Price of a coffee or

Proposal every day. Task for the whole period: Add four
writing/editing/collecting sessions to the schedule
The participants were also asked to schedule the open
events in advance during the first day of each week,
rather than waiting for when the feeling was right.
This new setup sparked a somewhat extreme production tempo, with no less than nine open events, each
containing several smaller proposals/projects.
In Umeå, apart from NorrlandsOperan, we also had
access to the small, artist run gallery Verkligheten.
This created the possibility to try out radically different
formats, shifting between the Black Box and the garage
building of Galleri Verkligheten.

Activities, projects and
proposals
This section briefly describes some of the
activities and proposals from the Umeå
meeting at NorrlandsOperan Black Box and
Galleri Verkligheten.
Punk Lunch (or Find your inner punk)
From a spontaneous idea expressed in the garage
of Galleri Verkligheten (“let’s make a punk concert”), the group decided to move the garage idea
into the NorrlandsOperan Black Box and make
a first open event already the second day. The
punk session was a manifestation of doing what
we don’t know, a celebration of Do It Together
and anarchy. It was a one hour “open lunch”,
where visitors could have their lunch within
this improvisational setting, where things were
smashed, spit was raining and guitars played until
the fingers bled.
Human Birds @ The Monkey Mountain
Inspired by bird movements - both as a physical
exercise suitable for non-dancers and as the idea
of the “collective of singularities” - the group did
a “flocking” in the square of Umeå city center
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(Apberget). The interesting thing about flocking is
that no one in the flock is leading the group, but
since all individuals are constantly relating physically to the nearest bird, the flock moves organically and synchronized. This event was an attempt
to see how to spontaneously involve passers-by in
a collective game of moving - and a way to expose
the project and inform about upcoming activities.
Write/Read/Look/Act
After the online writing tool Etherpad was introduced by Gabriel Widing, the group decided to
try it as an integrated part of a proposal for the
stage, during another open lunch. In this activity,
five computers were placed in front of the stage.
The computers were connected to a projected
“live script document” and could be used both by
visitors and performers. Three writing slots in the
document were open for online participation. The
basic instruction was simple: “Write what you see
- write what you want to see.” Performers and visitors could choose to watch, write or interact with
the live script on stage. Sounds were generated
live by Victor Saiz, to enhance or contradict script

and live action. The format investigated questions
of authorship and participation, and became an
interesting space for creation through imagination (write => imagine the play that is currently
being written => imagine enacting it => act).
Proposals for the skin
“The skin separates inside from outside, private
from public”. Mié Coquempot and Julius Elo
proposed the subject of skin as a possible departure for serveral diverse proposals of meeting
an audience. The group organized an evening
at Galleri Verkligheten with different stations/
situations, where visitors could engage in different ways of thinking/doing/watching/touching/
exposing skin as a medium of intimate meeting.
The activities gradually turned into a party. The
proposals included: Touch Menu (with dishes
such as scratching, spanking, biting and fantasy),
Framed Skin (exposing skin behind a wall with
frames/holes), How I got my scar (filling in a letter
about the situation of getting a scar), Scar Projection installation (where you could project other
people’s scars on your own body), Skin Lift (lifting

a person in the skin), Clay Play (feeling, molding and being clay), Skin Dance Videos and DIY
Skin (creating artificial skin and skin colour from
cosmetic products).
Developing Write/Read/Look/Act
In order to challenge the tendency of presentation or “performance presence” as soon as visitors
enter the space of process, the group did a five
hour open working session aiming to develop the
ideas that came up during the first Write/Read/
Look/Act session. This time, two parallel scripts
were projected, guided by different game rules
(e.g. right document = believable, left document
= unbelievable). In regards to the questions of
opening up, approximately eight scriptwriters
spontaneously joined through the internet and
the whole session and after-talk was broadcasted
live on a video stream. The presence of possible
online viewers still made it somewhat difficult to
let go of the feeling of presentation and explanation, and questions on working versus preparing
came up. “How come we didn’t stop to discuss
and try something else, when we needed to?”
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Skin Dance Videos - screening
The Skin Dance Videos that were initiated by Mié
Coquempot and produced during Proposals for
Skin, were screened during two days, simultaneously at nine large HD screens, at HUMlab, Umeå
University. The situation was set up by Stefanie
Wuschitz.
A Show
The idea for The Show came from the wish to
attempt making a performance/show out of the
Write/Read/Look/Act concept and to relate it to
the theme Opera. With several ideas on how to do
this, A Show became a somewhat different kind of
show... The visitors could order conversation time
with the performers, meet the Opera prostitute
Lulu (Julius Elo), and collectively perform the
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two characters from Duke Bluebeard’s Castle, the
opera by Béla Bartók.
The Menu
The Menu took place in the NorrlandsOperan
Restaurant, where guests were given alternative
menus by our waitress (Efwa-Wiktoria Rodell).
The menu contained dishes - new and collected
from previous proposals - such as Mini Opera
(The visitor could choose an opera, a character
and a performer for a private performance on the
Black Box Stage), Conversation with a 1) composer
2) game designer or 3) difficult person, Sightseeing:
1) blindfolded or 2) imaginary, Touch Menu (including the new dish “wrestling with a tiger” and
Movie Soup (installation by Sybrig Dokter and
Victor Saiz, with (a) the film - Coffee and ciga-

rettes - projected from under the table through a
glass plate). See the full menu on page 36.

path installed from the gallery to the main street
of Umeå, Kungsgatan.

The Open and The Party
The last evening in Umeå, the group invited the
public to a full evening of proposals, games, barbecue, drinks and dancing at Galleri Verkligheten. The activities included Art-on-demand, where
visitors ordered specific performances/situations
that they wished to experience, wrote scripts to
be interpreted by the performers, or proposed
activities involving themselves. There was a confession room, an exhibition of black paper copies
from the NorrlandsOperan printing room - and
visitors and performers communally did a Dance
To Another Song and Celebrate. For people to find
the way to the party, there was a 1 kilometer grass

Strategy meeting with local dance
administration
The regional dance consultant of Västerbotten,
Christina Degerström, invited the group to have
a talk with a starting point in the specific culture
political situation in Västerbotten. The talk was
mainly about rethinking modes of production
and political strategy. Attending the talk was
also Annelie Gardell and Clara Åkerlund, from
the NorrlandsOperan Dance Department, and
Emmalo Lundström, chairman of Danscentrum
Norr.
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Umeå participants

Mié Coquempot (FRA)
Birth: 24th of September 1971 in Geneva, Switzerland // Origins: French and Japanese // Studied:
Ballet, Tap dance, Nihonbuyo (Japanese traditional court dance), Jazz dance, American Modern
Dance, Contemporary Dance // Dancer for: Peter
Goss, Serge Ricci, Daniel Larrieu, Odile Duboc,
Simon Frearson, William Forsythe, Armando
Mennicacci, Prue Lang // Choreographer: of K622
company + freelance for Japanese companies +
Music Videos // Interest: contemporary music,
cinema, photo, Japanese literature, fashion, body
understanding (science, practice)
www.k622.free.fr
Sybrig Dokter (NL/SE)
Sybrig Dokter is a dancer, dance maker and teacher from the Netherlands living in Sweden since
1995. After graduating from the Dance academy
in Rotterdam she worked as a dancer in New York
and Canada before moving back to Europe. She
has performed work by other choreographers
as well as creating her own work. Her teaching
and performing has taken her to e.g. the Baltic
countries, Russia, Scandinavia, Great Britain. She
is passionately interested in the intelligence of the
body being able to manifest itself wether it is in
an abstract movement piece or highly theatrical
performance. www.sybrigdokter.com
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Andjeas Ejiksson (SE)
Andjeas Ejiksson, artist and writer, graduated
from the Royal University College of Fine Arts in
Stockholm, 2004. He is currently researcher at the
Jan van Eyck Academy in Maastricht, Netherlands. His research centres on a letter theatre and
the staging of a ‘letter play’, i.e. the production
and performance of a theatrical piece that is written and distributed in the form of postal letters.
The project is an investigation of the theatrical
and dramatic aspects of writing, publishing and
critical discourse. He is also editor of Swedish art
magazine Geist. www.geist.se
Julius Elo (FIN)
Julius Elo is an artist and director working
in the field of Live Art. His aim is to create
unconventional performance concepts, where
the audience and its interaction with the
performers are focal points of the piece. Julius is
a founding member of Reality Research Center.
During 2008, he lead a research year together
with Tuomas Laitinen, focusing on the bodily
experience of the viewer. He has an MA in
Performance and Theory at Theatre Academy of
Finland and has now started his PhD studies on
“The spectator’s body in p
 erformance”.
www.todellisuus.fi

Tuomas Laitinen (FIN)
Tuomas Laitinen is an artist working in the
field of experimental performance and new
forms of theatre. His main interest is in directing, but he has worked also as a sound designer
and composer, performer, musician and dancer.
Laitinen’s work is culminated in the relationship
of body and mind, and presence. For the last years
Laitinen has focused especially on the bodily experience of the spectator. Laitinen works in Reality Research Center, a Finland-based performing
arts garage dedicated to question the prevailing
concept of reality. www.todellisuus.fi
Victor Saiz (ESP)
After studies of sound engineering, Victor has
been working in the audiovisual sector for the
last ten years, coding any type of media format
output like multimedia applications, installations
or database driven engines for the web. By putting aside rhythmic patterns and sequences, the
structures he uses for his pieces are based on the
signals used, and their interactions. Some of Victor’s work has been released with the labels Foehn
Records, plataforma-ltw, post.disco, miga-label
or rain music. He has also made different types of
collaborations for installations, live performances,
workshops or programming projects.
http://vectorsize.com

Gabriel Widing (SE)
Gabriel Widing is a theorist, game designer and
artist. His creative work is mostly expressed
together with other members of the creative collective Interacting Arts. With them, he wrote the
book Participatory Arts, a critique of spectatororiented art and consumer culture in general.
Gabriel has an interest in making game, play and
art come together. His last project, Mask play,
was a ”reality game” involving approximately 60
players for 3 months in a story set in public space.
www.interactingarts.org
Stefanie Wuschitz (AT)
Stefanie Wuschitz uses interactive technology to
build mobile sound and video installations. Her
site-specific work invites users to experiment and
play, encouraging the generation of unique social
and collaborative spaces. In 2006 Stefanie Wuschitz graduated with an MFA from the University
of Applied Arts Vienna and moved to New York.
After finishing a Masters degree at Tisch School
of the Arts (New York University) in 2008, she
came to Sweden, where she was holding a Digital
Art fellowship at HUMlab and the Umeå Institute
of Design, organized Miss Baltazar’s Laboratory
and the EclecticTech Carnival.
www.grenzartikel.com
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The Menu
By the möte09 Umeå participants

Mini opera menu
Set: Living room / War / Volcanos and moon / Café
Opera character: Amina / Carmen / Medea

Conversation menu
With: composer / difﬁcult person / game designer

Sightseeing menu
Blindfolded / imaginary

4 min

10 min

8 min

Touch menu
male / female
holding hands
tickling
scratching
biting
massage
wrestling with tiger

2 min
1 min
2 min
3 min
4 min
1 min

Skin menu
male / female
seeing skin
hearing skin
smelling skin
tasting skin

Movie soup
Scenes from Coffee and Cigarettes

2 min
1 min
2 min
3 min

loop

Documentation
process attempts
Ingrid Cogne
Umeå or “a particular spectator”
Umeå was the longest meeting of möte09 and the
venue of NorrlandsOperan included that möte09
Umeå would have a devoted technician. According to this situation and in agreement with Moa
Daimar (the technician), I decided to document
the process and its relation to proposals through
her eyes. I planned to record “2 min with Moa”

twice a day during the whole event.
Conclusion
Unfortunately this exciting plan has been quashed
by important modifications in Moa’s schedule
(from the second day of möte09 Umeå). Still
seduced by this first proposal, I had problems
finding a new format of documentation.
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Reflections
Excerpts from the evaluation by Mié Coquempot

möte09 is a strong political act because it wishes
to replace art in its most sensitive place but also
least productive, in terms of realization or profitability. It is a strong societal act because it offers
the possibility to the public and to the artist to
reflect on his position, to identify it, define it and
to determine the responsibility of it as well as its
consequences. It is a strong artistic act because
it wishes to place art as the space of the meeting.
A space to share, to experiment, to test, to think,
to discuss, to build, to analyze, to theorize, to
accept, to refuse, to tolerate, to like, to unlike, to
do, to undo. It is very important to note that the
initiative comes from the choreographic sector
and particularly from an independent “company”.
In the dance field, a disposition for, or a need “to
collaborate” with other forms of expression is
historical (the dance totalizes to be). The opening
that the choreographic sector practices towards
other disciplines makes it today, one of the most
progressive art forms. The institutions do not ignore it anymore and they support, still too timidly
(compared to the other disciplines), collaborations in creation, production and in diffusion. It is
still rare, as in this case, that they finance research
and/or exchanges. The möte09 initiative is an action which aims a new relationship/ratio with the
art, the artist, the companies and the public. By
listening to this evolution generated by the society
itself and with the awareness of the practices and
needs of today’s artistic community, the cultural
institutions must adapt if they wish themselves to
exist.
Some meetings with the audience were by their
protocols, in a state of “representation”, even if, as
we pointed out, it didn’t have anything to show,
since the things were made in the moment, at the
present. For example the first “OPEN” (Find your
inner punk), enabled us (us = the group made up
at that moment for 2 days) to know each other,
and also to learn about ourselves as individuals,
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as a potential of interpretation of a thing which
is not to be made, as a potential of communication, as a performer (for some, it was the first
time on stage). That, I believe, allowed us to
“solidaritize” the group which tried to find, by the
action (music and texts included/understood), a
common expression, in this case, the expression
of punk, and to make it as punkized as possible
for our visitors, as soon as they entered the Black
Box. But also to feel, despite the invitation being
planned with participative “stations”, that it may
push away our visitors because of the subject
and its inherent behaviors. And that finally, the
subject could also move us away from the reason
for which we had opened the doors.
The fact of opening the door changes our behaviour slightly or completely, we are no longer “in
private”, and simply pay attention to possible visitors. This attention was neither well defined, nor
much questioned by the group. It was noted. To
me, it seems that this attentive “presence” should
have been explored a little more; it comes from
the preparation for the meeting (before), the conscience of the M moment (present), the search for
an extra sensibility of communicability between
two people or more (during). We “positioned” the
public in various roles: visitor, bypasser, equal,
autonomous, guided, student, colleague, friend,
patient, abandoned, guest, performer, scenario
writer, receiver, giver, customer, spectator. We
individualized the meeting. We took care by talking, explaining, teaching the visitor the modalities
of what was made so that he could participate.
The choice of the visitor was respected, he was
responsible for it. We noted that this approach
was more convivial, inviting, and that the visitor
was more available, “opened with”.
During the “Write/Read/Look/Act”, we were all in
all roles: spectator, scenario writer, performer, or
having lunch... the timetable, the duration and the

actions were defined. The visitors evidently took
part in the proposal.
Note: I think that it was our most successful participative action and the most stimulating for us as
for our visitors. The 1h30 duration, was just long
enough to develop each stage, and the consciousness
of a time set end was probably a stimulus too = you
have only one hour thirty to produce something.
The visitor had the treatment he wanted; there was
no real hierarchy between them and us. If they
were lost, they sought for an explanation which was
given. Also, the anonymous character of the writing
made it possible to apprehend the object in a quasi
anonymous way while discovering the consequences on the whole to play with and to manipulate;
immediately, the visitor had an acute awareness
of his power. Artistically, I think that the sound
predominantly homogenized space, lead the direction and allowed to focus on what occurred. For
the visitors-performers, the action was sufficiently
vast so that they didn’t feel in lack of technicality or
other artistic or physical gifts.
The Menu proposal, was also an effective formula,
since we had defined that a protocol was needed,
an external object (it had been proposed a convention too), on which two parties could rely and
negotiate.
Note: Even if we had “things” to propose, and even
if, indeed, the visitor took the responsibility for his
choice, therefore, an agreement was founded before
the realization of the “thing”, I question the problem of the accessibility of the “thing” (by extension,
the oeuvre) and of the possible devaluation which
could result from this formula. I do not say that the
“cuisine” (and anything connected) is less valorous
than an oeuvre; their natures and aims are (very
much) far too different. But we choose this analogy,
and to me this point of view precisely objectifies an
oeuvre in a disputable way, standardizes it, makes
it daily, banal and too ephemeral. Admittedly, that

makes it more affordable and approachable, but, an
oeuvre in menu excites the consumerist fiber of the
visitor, since he picks and buys (even if it is free).
His desire is to have it, the thing is quite immediately his, and if so, the oeuvre ceases being universal and becomes material, instead of being both.
Bazar & in/out & personal:
I liked to learn and try out the blindfold sightseeing, to look at the others cogitate and working, to
listen to their productions, their references and
lectures. As a spectator, I was moved and filled
with wonder by dances done by dancers and nondancers, moments of magic, emergence of ideas,
looseness of tension, sudden pleasure in myself
and in the others. The heterogeneity of the group
was a source of pleasures, but also of doubts. How
to agree and preserve our individual identities,
or also, how to listen to everyone and continuously build my individuation? The social aspect
of the experiment was grueling the first 3 days,
and I found myself avoiding the group, sometimes
consciously by adopting various points of view on
the group, sometimes unconsciously. Curiously,
it is the 2nd week chaos that enabled me to feel
in the project, more in myself and more within
others, including the thickness of fragilities and
dissensions. It was painful and at the same time
terribly human and it is at those moments that a
kind of truth of us, of our project, magnificently
appeared. I do not think that we reached a “quality” of “production” which can satisfy anyone of
us. Our differences of esthetics, practices and
exigencies were sometimes assets, often obstacles.
Almost all have acted as a group, while this is not
what was requested, why? By daily frequentation, affection and comprehension of each other
increased. The consecutive respect to this consciousness of the “group” added to the differences
within the group becaming, in some way, the
enemy of (idea’s) idea production. Everyone has
given and received.
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Malmö meeting
Garaget, June 8-14 2009

Malmö was the shortest meeting, and involving the
largest number of participants. The group mostly chose
to work in small constellations or individually, and thus
the proposals took several different directions.
The specific working space, Garaget - a public and
user-run activity center and library - was always open
to the public between 12.00 and 18.00, which basically
made the concept of The Price of a Coffee unnecessary,
and precisely because of that, made that specific concept
work better than anywhere else. Visitors were constantly
dropping by to read a book, check email or play games,
and actually it was more like we were visiting them in
their space rather than the opposite. The fact that many

people using the space didn’t come to visit our project,
created totally different possibilities for meeting without
expectations. This made it very easy for the group to
work “transparently” and not “performing the process”.
Some of the participants took the chance to work
actively with meeting the “regular visitors” of the place.
Garaget was very impressive in terms of it’s unique
openness towards it’s users, and we think it should serve
as an inspiration for art spaces and institutions, which
are most of the time quite closed both architecturally
and structurally; art spaces could and should be more of
a “social” space, open for everyone. The main partner in
Malmö was Dansstationen.

Activities, projects and
proposals
Below is a selection of the activities that took
place during the open hours of Garaget, or as
specific events outside of those times.
Concrete Music
To start sharing practices during the second day,
Emma Nordlund and Nina de Heney proposed
a workshop on musical improvisation based on
voice or objects found in the space. During the
workshop we had a visit from Skånes Dansteater,
a local dance institution ensemble, who was
given an introduction to the project.
How does speech act?
Paula Caspão and Valentina Desideri proposed
the exercise Speech Act: “How much can be done/
said with a limited set of expressions? Using a
fixed set of linguistic expressions or ‘Speech Acts’
(such as Ok, Yeah, Hey) this exercise explores the
ways in which variations of tone, volume, speed,
rhythm, accentuation… can produce different
relations, situations, meanings, atmospheres,
feelings… The particularity of these expressions is
both that they are considered to be utterances that
do what they say (different from the expressions
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that refer to an action that has to be performed
outside the action of saying) and that they do
not produce any precise meaning when detached
from a specific context.” Paula Caspão
Script a meeting
With inspiration from an idea by multiplex fiction/Ralo Mayer, Krõõt Juurak wrote scripts for
meetings in different situations, and invited other
participants to write additional scripts. One of
Krõõt’s scripts are published in the möte09 publication “To do”.
A little space for people to be together
Eeva Muilu built and proposed A little space for
people to be together, a small room in Garaget
where two or more people could enter in order
to be together in silence, according to different
proposed instructions, for example; “15 min. Be
silently together. Approach the situation as a performance. Consider yourselves as the performers and the only witnesses of this performance.
Consider all your being as performing. Consider
this as a perfect performance with no mistakes.”
The space was left after the meeting, as a gift to

the Garaget visitors.
Private Concerts
Visitors could order short, private concerts from
Emma Nordlund and Nina de Heney, in different
places in Garaget. Here, the intimate format was
an important factor in creating a meeting. The
private concert format was used in different ways
during the week. At the Friday party, a visitor
had travelled to Malmö all the way from another
town, Helsingborg, to get a private concert with
Nina.
The Tomb Game
The Tomb Game has previously been developed
by W, and during the week in Malmö, some of the
participants developed, played and translated the
rules to English:
“The Tomb Game takes the form of a conversation around a table. Players converse normally,
except that each reply must maintain no relationship with all those that preceded it. By provoking systematic ruptures of content under the
appearance of continuity, the Tomb Game deals

with composition tactics that touches a poetics of
disjunction.” / W
Party
The group invited to a party, that provided a
format for proposing the different projects that
had been tried out during the week. The party
included Private Concerts, The Tomb Game, A
little space for people to be together, Script a meeting, A’capella cover songs for dancefloor (including
Billie Jean, Womanizer & Bang Bang) - and of
course; music, food and non-alcohol fruit drinks.
Presentation of the project Autodomestication
Krõõt Juurak did a presentation of her project
Autodomestication, based on the lecture Artist’s
Responsibility, dealing with pets in different ways
(preferably the artist as pets, in relation to owners/institutions etc).
The Game of the Ladder
Another W Game that was translated to English,
developed and played during the meeting. The
game rules of this game are published on pages
49-51.
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Malmö participants

Paula Caspão (PT)
Paula Caspão is a writer, researcher and dramaturg based in Paris, working across choreographic
performance and other fields. Currently involved
in dramaturgic and video-graphic projects of various sorts, mostly interested in weaving relations
between sensation, language, geography, drama,
politics, fiction and theory, she is also a PhD
candidate at the University Paris-10. Between
1995 and 1999 she developed several writing
experiments in Berlin and in Vienna. Essays of
hers can be found in Mission Impossible (F), The
Drama Review (USA), and Etcetera (B). She has
collaborated with choreographers João Fiadeiro
(P), Petra Sabisch (D), Alix Eynaudi (F/B), and
Anne Juren (F/A), and is currently working with
Valentina Desideri (I/F) on a half-choreographic
half-infinite collection (HOW-TOs: Modes of
doing and using).
W: Grégory Castera and Joris Lacoste (FRA)
Grégory Castera and Joris Lacoste is part of W,
which is a constallation that was born in 2003 out
of a project on the conditions of collective verbalisation in an improvisational setting. That work
was followed up by another project, in which Joris
Lacoste and Jeanne Revel collaborated with Joao
Fiadeiro on his method of Composition in Real
Time (CND, 2004). It has since evolved on its
own. In practice terms, W has run various handson workshops with actors at the Théâtre National
de la Colline and les Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers.
Since 2008, W has developed and performed
the Games W, which are formalizations of some
aspects of performance. As for criticism, a discussion group has been meeting every Saturday at
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the Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers since December
2007 on the subject of W criticism. As for theory,
W has set up two research seminars: in 20052006, at the University of Paris III in collaboration
with the Théâtre de la Colline and, in 2007-2008,
at the Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers, in partnership
with the University of Paris 8’s Department of
Dance and the Masters Stage Directing Program
at Paris 10. A first formalisation of the W theory,
the W Glossary will be available during 2009.
www.leslaboratoires.org
Krõõt Juurak (EE)
Krõõt Juurak is a performer, choreographer,
lecturer and artist. Born in Tallinn in 1981, she
currently lives and works in Vienna. She studied
contemporary dance at the Arnhem Institute of
the Arts and visual arts at the Gerrit Rietveld
Academie Amsterdam. Currently busy with the
project autodomestication about working conditions, life-long-learning, artist, pets etc.
www.autodomestication.wordpress.com
Nina de Heney (SE)
Double bass player Nina de Heney, Sweden, born
1962 in Switzerland, studied for Miroslav Vitous
New-England Conservatory Boston 1981-1983.
Musikhögskolan Göteborg 1988-1993, diploma
studies 2004-2006. de Heney works as a freelancer within the Swedish jazz- and improvisation
scene as a soloist and with constellations such as
Christian Jormin 3 , 9 Swans Repeat, NordlunddeHeney duo, Pfau, Henrik Wartel trio, Acoustic
Electronics as well as in interdisciplinary projects
with, for example, dancer Anna Westberg. Nina
de Heney’s first solo album was released in

2007. The project Nordstan No Shopping, by duo
Nordlund-de Heney, confronts shopping culture
with improvisation music, and was initiated during spring 2008.
Valentina Desideri (ITA)
Valentina Desideri (Italy) graduated in 2006
from the B.A. course in Dance-Theatre at the
Laban Centre, London. She works as a freelance
performer and maker in several projects while
keeping an active involvement in creating her
own conditions of work. In 2004 she co-founded
the collective “La Tertulia Dance Project” as well
as the festival/platform “New Choreography
Showcase” in London. In August 2007 she coorganised the “Sweet and Tender Collaborations/
SKITE 2007” project in France. She is working on
a choreographic collection (HOW-TOs: Modes of
doing and using) with Paula Caspão.
Eeva Muilu (FIN)
Eeva Muilu is a choreographer and performer.
She was born in 1980 in Turku, Finland and currently lives and works in Helsinki. She studied
dance and choreography in the Theater Academy
of Finland (MA) and in Amsterdam Theater
school, school for new dance development. During 2007-2009 she’s been invited house choreographer in Zodiak -Center for New Dance. Since
2003 she has created her own work; solos, group
works and collaborations. Among other things
her work has dealt with performativity and intimacy. Her latest project was a collaboration with
elderly people from various backgrounds.
www.eevamuilu.com

Emma Nordlund (SE)
Emma Nordlund is a cellist specialized in improvisation, trained at the Academy of Music, Göteborg University, where she studied for Anders
Jormin, among others. Together with bass player
Nina de Heney she’s running the duo Nordlundde Heney. She has worked with musicians such
as Lisen Rylander, Martin Öhman and Erika Alexandersson, as well as in projects with dancers,
filmers and actors, both within improvisation and
contemporary music in close collaboration with
composers. Emma Nordlund has also recently finished her education as a psychologist. She likes to
work in intermediate fields, between the borders
of improvisation and composition, audience and
artist, contact and interruption.
www.myspace.com/emmanordlund
Jean-Paul Thibeau (FRA)
Born in 1950, in La Teste de Buch, France. Coordinator of the “Protocoles méta”, he is an intermedia artist and a teacher. He is also responsible
for the “Méta-workshop” at the Ecole Supèrieure
d’Art d’Aix-en-Provance. He teaches performance
and artistic attitude linked with contemoprary
art. Since 2003 “Protocoles méta” organizes
experimental sessions and “Congrès Singuliers”,
combining many mediums, mixing different
places and different kinds of people. “Protocoles
méta” is an artistic, experimental and mobile
project. Its base is to explore ways of doing and
acting, to overcome academic forms of exhibition,
performance and show. Its operation mode is an
experimantal device itself. Each session deals with
the “meeting-indetermination-improvisation”
trio. www.protocolesmeta.com
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The Game of the Ladder
W Game

The Game of the Ladder involves performing and takes the form of a succession of solos based on an
instruction. While playing with the relationship author/performer, the game uses emulation as a factor
for collective writing. At the same time, it gives opportunities to rethink the conditions and criteria of the
reception of a performance.
The game takes place on a playground composed of a performance square and a bidirectional ladder connecting the home bases of the two teams.
The game is made to be played by 9 to 11 players, with the participation of 3 or 5 members of the audience
that constitute the Committee of Differential Evaluation.
The players are divided as follows :
- two teams (each composed of 3 to 4 players)
- two Rapporteurs, that functions as moderators for the deliberations within the CDE
- one Referee
RULES OF THE GAME:
1. At the beginning of the game, both teams are at their respective home base. The referee tosses a coin to
decide which team starts. Players move up the ladder according to their performance in the game. The
game is over whenever all players of one team have reached the home base of the opposite team.
2. A round begins with a player from the starting team taking the Author’s hat, and proposing an
“instruction” (an utterance including at least one verb). This utterance is written and displayed at
everyone’s sight.
3. After the intruction is uttered by the Author, one player of the opposing team raises one hand and
declares : “This is how to [text of the instruction]...” and performs. Each performance takes place inside
the performing square in a maximum time of 2 minutes. The first performer of a round is allowed 1
extra minute of preparation (including the time to assemble possible props). When his performance is
finished, he takes a bow at the centre of the performing square and returns to the ladder, climbing up
one degree.

4. The round continues with the opposing team responding with one of the following three options :
a) With a challenge: i.e. a new performance that develops, enhances, increases, complexifies the previous performance in a noticeable manner. A challenge has to consider the previous performances (from
the beginning of the round) as a score, i.e. the challenger has to infer a score from what he saw and increase it through his own performance. A player who wants to challenge must raise his hand at the moment the previous performer returns to the ladder, and then declare : “No no no, that’s not really the
way to [text of the instruction].” Once this is said, the challenger has two minutes to perform. When
the performance is concluded, he takes a bow at the centre of the performing square, and returns to the
ladder, climbing up one degree.
b) With an adaptation, i.e. formulating a new instruction that can be considered a more adequate
description of the last performance. In this case the adapting player has to raise his hand before the
previous performer returns to the ladder, then declares : “No no no, we are not currently [text of the
score + ing], we are ... [text of new instruction]”. The player that proposed the new instruction becomes
the Adapter and therefore receives the Author’s hat.. The Adapter waits to bow until his adaptation is
displayed at everyone’s sight, he then returns to his place, climbing up one degree.
c) With a contestation of the last proposal (challenge or adaptation). When a team believes the last
performance proposal didn’t enhance at all the preceding one, or that the proposed adaptation was inadequate, they can contest its validity. A team who wants to contest must have all its players with both
hands raised by the time the previous player comes back to his place after having bowed. In this case,
the Committee of Differential Evaluation is convened to rule on the validity of the contestation, i.e. to
decide whether the last proposal (challenge or adaptation) was valid or not. The ruling is pronounced
in accordance with the procedures and criteria set out in Appendix 1.
- If the proposal (challenge or adaptation) is declared not valid, the contested player has to descend one
platform, while the contesting team climbs up one degree.
- If the proposal (challenge or adaptation) is declared valid, the contested player wins the round, and
climbs up one platform, while the contesting team descends one degree.
Notes:
- The first performance of a round can never be contested.
- A score must be performed at least once before it can be adapted.
- If more than one player on the same team have their hands raised when the previous player comes
back to the ladder, the possibility of challenging or adapting is cancelled, and the previous player wins
the round.
- If all players of the contesting team do not have both hands raised when the previous player comes
back to the ladder, the possibility of contesting is cancelled, and the previous player wins the round.
5. When a player performs without being challenged, adapted or contested, the round is referred to as
“completed”. The player that wins a round climbs one platform on the ladder.
6. The Author/Adaptor moves on the ladder according to the following rules :
a) When there is a challenge : Each time one performer has his hand raised when the last performer
returns to the ladder, the Author climbs up a degree.

b) When there is an adaptation: the Author does not climb a degree but gives his hat to the Adaptor
that becomes the Author and climbs a degree.
c) When there is a contestation: the Author does not move.
7. A player cannot share a square with a player from the opposing team : if the square he should be going
to is occupied, then he will jump to the next nearest free square in the ladder.
8. A referee (with a stopwatch) makes sure that the rules are complied with, and punishes any flaws by a
setback of one degree on the ladder.
9. A player can never enter the opposite team’s home base as an Author. In order to reach the last degree,
he must abandon the Author’s hat and perform the current instruction.
10. In case of challenge or adaptation from the opposing team, this player waiting at the entrance of the
home base, will have to engage in a battle with the opposing team; meaning that he will be the only
player from his team that can respond to the opposing team’s proposals, until the end of the round.
RULES OF THE COMMITTEE OF DIFFERENTIAL EVALUATION
The committee is composed of 3 or 5 members. It is convened when a performance or adaptation is contested by the opposing team. It is moderated by two rapporteurs.
1. The contesting team is not supposed to give reasons for their contestation. Generally speaking, players
are not allowed to speak while the CDE is deliberating.
2. When a performance is contested, the CDE must discuss whether the composition of the contested
performance developed/enhanced/increased/complexified the previous one in an arguable manner.
The CDE should avoid personal statements and instead refer to tangible elements of the performances.
The suggested procedure is as follows:
a) the first rapporteur lists the elements he supposes are those contested :
- either the contested performance has not enough common elements with the previous one
- either the contested performance doesn’t enhance the previous one in an arguable manner, i.e. it is
not significant enough to justify a new version, especially in relation to other elements that might have
been lost.
b) the second rapporteur lists the elements that can be used in order to reject the contestation, i.e. all
the elements in the last performance that can justify a new version.
c) the CDE members takes turn arguing and ruling on the validity of the contestation.
3. When an adaptation is contested, the committee’s assignment is to evaluate if the new, adapted instruction - in comparison to the former instruction - can be considered a more adequate description of the
last performance.
4. The contestation is accepted or rejected at the majority of votes. It is announced by one of the rapporteurs and validated by the referee.
This game is licensed to W under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 License

Documentation
process attempts
Ingrid Cogne
Malmö
möte09 Malmö took place in Garaget, an open
space were the users of this place by visiting,
acceded to the process and to the proposals. This
situation offered a real context of observation
of the meeting of an audience to a process. The
group of participants decided to work on their
own projects in the context of möte09.
Conclusion
- I was really captivated by the context of observation Garaget proposed. The users had somehow
a passive way of participation to möte09, more
like a distraction to their own activities. From the
first day, I have been interested in that “distrac-

tion” and wanted to document this “in between”. I
did not want to disturb this process of meeting by
interviewing the users so I decided to only document by observing and taking pictures. Unfortunately this did not reveal at all what was going on.
- The choice of the group of participants to work
on their own project was - for me - building a wall
that did not exist in the room. The question of the
audience was unfortunately avoided by several
of the participants. How to document a situation
where the focus is dispersed in many directions?
How to study the “in Between” when there is no
interaction? Ok, I still could have taken pictures,
but this activity was already achieved by Anders.
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Reflections
Excerpts from the evaluation by Emma Nordlund

A: I met such cool people during this möte09week, they are all “sjukt” intelligent. And they are
really funny too.
B: Intelligent and funny, that’s great, but are they
are also caring, I mean, have you felt good with
them, good, like warm and happy, you know?
A: “Good”, “happy”, what is that anyway? Those
are passing sensations, not constant states. Yes
I felt happy and good, but of course not constantly. As for this “caring”-thing, maybe it has
to be looked at on a personal level, that is to say,
beteween individuals, not on a group level. And
I am not sure I was perceived as very caring
towards the others either, towards some, yes, but
selectively I believe, like I had this bias towards
some persons that I perceived as “better”-acting
or more “just” or something. But this judgement
of others can vary a lot with the context and over
time.
B: Really??
A: I am not saying that I don’t like some people
more than others, and that this might be quite
constant in varying situations, but the step from
liking someone to actually judging or knowing
what is the better action to take in a global sense
is a totally different thing.
B: I also happened to notice that you were both
very sad and very angry at some points during
this meeting, and almost ready to split, isn’t that
so?
A: Yes, you are right, I seriously thought about
leaving... yeah... but I wasn’t close to actually doing it. Sad, yes ... many times, and angry at some
points... yes. Or maybe angry is not the correct
word here, disappointed might be better... no,
that doesn’t really do it either... At some points
I found that my main focus was to not loose
control or not showing my self (whatever “self ” is)
too much, in order not to get hurt. As if there was
a big risk in that, that you risked being met with
very negative critique or worse – indifference.
B: For me that really sounds like a group-thing, a
group level of caring. Where you cannot actually
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put the responsibility on an individual level. Even
if someone is nice to you when you are on your
own, but then doesn’t show this caring when
in the larger group it is useless to try to find an
explanation for that only by looking into that
persons history and intrapsychic processes. Even
if I like some people more, or believe they are
more caring individuals, maybe it is the context
that makes them act in a certain way as well as
some inherent personal characteristics. As one of
the participants said, there is this big misunderstanding that we are functioning on our own, or
that we are doing things alone, most of the time,
not together with others (that is not exactly the
words she used but it is how I remember it now).
And the idea of this misunderstanding goes very
well with some theories of intersubjectivity that
happen to be a great interest of mine. For example
I come to think of a quote about “the myth of the
isolated mind” from Orange, Atwood & Stolorow
(1997) p.42 that goes: “We have argued that the
pervasive, reified image of the mind in isolation, in all its many guises, is a form of defensive
grandiosity that serves to disavow the exquisit
vulnerability that is inherent to an awareness of
the embeddedness of all human experience in
constitutive relational systems”. As I, as you know,
also was part of this Malmö-meeting I want to
claim that this quote and other theories about intersubjectivity can clarify many things about what
happened in this group. For me anyway....
The psychoanalyst and philosopher Jessica Benjamin describes the paradox of intersubjectivity
from the point of recognition and self-assertion.
As a start, a Benjamin quote on the definition of
intersubjectivity: “Intersubjectivity refers to that
zone of experience or theory in which the other is
not merely the object of the ego’s need/drive or cognition/perception but has a separate and equivalent
center of self ” (Benjamin, 1995, s. 30) Further she
argues that you have to be recognized as a subject
to to be able to experience your own subjectivity in the presence of the other. In this need for

recognition lies a paradox. Recognition is the response from the other that give meaning to your
own emotions, intentions and actions. This means
that to become a subject you are dependent on
the other’s recognition. You are dependent on the
other person for your own independence. The
recognition must, in turn, come from an other
that you yourself recognize as an own person. As
a consequence the human being has both a need
to be recognized and a need to recognize others.
Benjamin also argues that in a relation tension
can be sustained between assertion and recognition and that is where the paradox lies. Also the
failing of sustaining this tension leads to other
states of relation. “The inability to sustain paradox
in that interaction can, and often does, convert
the exchange of recognition into domination and
submission”
A: Ok, now you have given this lecture, but how
can I use these theories practically, for example
in a group, for example among artists in an open
meeting in a garage in Malmö, where some are
totally ok, some are really having a good time and
some are dying to leave, enjoying the biking trips
most of all.
B: Well, I’m sure most people who read this will
be able to use it somehow, but for example what
you feel at a certain moment can have its origin
in someone else not being able to handle that
feeling at this point. For someone else to be able
to contain your own unbearable stuff can be very
functional in an evolutionary perspective and
through these mirror neurons that we all have, an
intersubjective world appears where our neural
systems constanly affect each other on many
levels. That is simply an inherent property of the
mind to affect and being affected by other minds.
Understanding more about this can be helpful
on an individual level if it helps you to handle
situations without breaking down or fragmenting completely from feeling totally isolated or
alone, or taking to much individual responsibilty
for something that is actually collective. On a

group level an understanding of intersubjective
phenomena can lead to enhancing the ability to
create a win-win situation, where everyone can
benefit as much as possible.
A: But this collective responsibility can not be
allowed to rule out personal responsibility or
choice.
B: Exactly, you are getting a hang of this. It is like
the Benjamin paradox of self-assertion and recognition. The theories of intersubjectivity does not
deny individual action or knowledge. They just
point out that a theory that ignores the properties
of the intersubjective field and only focuses on
intrapsychic process will never grasp or explain
human conditions. Forgive me for quoting again
but I think Habermas puts it very well (in Frie,
1995): “Subjects who reciprocally recognize each
other as such, must consider each other as identical, insofar as they both take up the position of
subjects; they must at all times subsume themselves
and the other under the same category. At the same
time, the relation of reciprocity of recognition demands the non-identity of one and the other, both
must also maintain their absolute difference, for
to be a subject implies the claim of individuation”
(p.104-105)
A: Another thing, this form of dialog it’s great but,
not so original, I mean, it wasn’t you who came up
with that.
B: NO, I never said that.
A: It’s just that you seem to want to be really
smart and all and you probably are very smart,
but this dialog thing, I mean you can’t take credit
for everything you know... miss-know-it-all.
B: No, I just learnt it from K and I really liked
the idea of spreading out my thinking between
persons, made it clearer in my head and easier to
write. I learnt many things this week. I just hope
I remember some of it. But if I forget, what the
heck!
A: What the heck!
B: Dancing and sleeping is not so bad.
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Toolboxes

Tools and tips gathered
during möte09
What is a toolbox?

Opening our process to an audience could also be
regarded as sharing our toolbox. A “tool” in this
case could be anything from methods, concepts,
games, inspirations and references that people
use in their work. With a starting point in the
questions on “formats of meeting” the producers
and participants were continuously working on
shaping different toolboxes, that were shared on
the web. Working with the notion of tools had
three main reasons:
- That both invited participants and the public
should have access to the same tools in order to
understand, engage in and use the project. The
toolboxes gradually took shape on the website
and built a landscape of thoughts that through
examples and references placed the project in different contexts.
- As an attempt to decrease the “gap” between
artistic approach or method and the public meeting/presentation - to focus on the how and why.
Usually when watching performing arts we are
being shown a result/product, and asked to consider a content - in möte09 we wanted to focus
on the way of doing things as artistic and political,
not only how it looked or what happened. (Note,
this doesn’t mean that möte09 was “hostile” to the
stage as such, but it was simply what we wished to
focus on.)
- A tool, if it is good, can be used and developed,
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forever and by anyone. Working with tools for
example challenges the conventional views we
have on audience as well as comments art as doing
something, not only displaying something.
The context specific toolboxes, connected to each
meeting, were created during the actual meetings
by the participants. The Open Archive on
mote09.org was open for contribution from anyone. It was important to us that they were taking
shape through interaction between producers,
participants, co-producers and visitors/users, in a
continous process, and that they weren’t concisting of predefined or “complete” scores or rules to
be followed.
In this Toolboxes section, we have categorised the
selected tools according to their form. The section
also contains material from the website’s Open
Archive. This collection of tools provides not only
a resource and potential inspiration, it can also be
seen as examples of what 40 artists from various
fields, currently consider important and inspiring in relation to their work. It is a way of sharing
some of all the information and networks that
were brought into the project by all the participants.
The texts and images are mostly taken from the
related websites, if not noted otherwise. We hope
you find it interesting and that you will stumble
on somethings that you never heard of!

Art projects dealing with
formats of meeting
Black Market; by Mobile Academy/
Hanna Hurtzig
A room full of whispers, a restless and at the same
time disconcerting installation, when viewed
from the outside. And a strange sense of seclusion, closeness, concentration, when you are right
in the middle of it. “Blackmarket” is both intimate
and public; an insightful, often very private dialogue and a theatrical posit. At fifty separate tables
lighting up out of the dark, experts sit opposite
one guest, changing every half hour – admission
is free, the ticket for a discussion costs 1 Euro.
From a safe outside position, visitors can listen in
on individual conversations through headphones,
suddenly up close without being noticed. In the
middle of a display and production space, in
which narrative formats of conveying knowledge
are tested and presented. (Text from steirischer
herbst 2007) www.blackmarket-archive.com
Head Room; by Peter Stamer and
Daniel Aschwanden
Through the use of a Head Room home box, a
box covering their heads yet leaving their bodies
visible, they invite one person for a face to face
conversation. This home box, designed by architect Stéphane Derveaux, is not just a box, but a
reproduction of the hosts’ favourite room in their
own houses. The Head Room, from this perspective, balances on the edge between so called
private and public space. The hosts themselves
decide who to invite. The conversations they
engage in are no interviews. There are no specific

questions that need to be answered. It is in the
first place about the actual experience of being
in the Head Room, its performative aspect, the
feelings and reflections it brings about. (Text by
Els Silvrants)
CallCutta in a box; by Rimini Protokoll
Imagine you are buying a ticket at the box office
for an individual show on a specific day, but are
not led to the auditorium of the theatre. Instead,
you get the key for a room and a sketch of how
to get there. It might be a room in the theatre, an
office, or an apartment somewhere close by. You
open the door and you find a phone ringing. You
pick up the phone and a person with a strange
accent strikes up a conversation with you. The
person seems to know the room you are sitting
in, even though he is about 10.000 km away. The
voice belongs to a call centre agent from Calcutta,
India. He and his colleagues usually sell credit
cards and insurance on the phone to people on
the other side of the globe or provide navigational
help in cities that they have never been to themselves. But this time you are not supposed to buy
anything. By now, you are standing at the window
and your transcontinental conversation partner
is pointing some curious people in the opposite
building out to you. On the notebook desktop
in your room images and videos are opening up
out of nowhere. A story is about to develop and
you realize that the call centre agent and you and
your city are the very first protagonists of the plot.
(Text by Els Silvrants) www.rimini-protokoll.de
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Shelter for drugaddicted women; by
WochenKlausur
In 1994, a small pleasure boat set off for threehour cruise on Lake Zurich. Seated around a table
in the main cabin were an unusual gathering of
politicians, journalists, sex workers, and activists
from city of Zurich as part of an ”intervention”
in drug policy. Their task was simple: to have a
conversation. Every day, four different experts
in the field of drug issues were sent out on Lake
Zurich in a boat, where they were able to discuss
their views and exchange information without
any public exposure. After two weeks a total of
almost sixty experts had participated: all of the
secretaries of the Swiss political parties, the mayor
and four Zurich city councilors, two prosecuting
attorneys, the editors in chief of the biggest Swiss
newspapers, police chiefs, and specialists from the
fields of medicine, prevention and therapy. The
results of the discussions were small improvements on particular issues, such as the controlled
distribution of narcotics to AIDS sufferers or the
representation of users in court by social workers.
www.wochenklausur.at
Cascoland; initiated by Fiona de Bell
Cascoland is an international network of artists,
architects, designers and performers which initiates multidisciplinary interventions in public
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space to create awareness about the use and
design of public space in a positive and creative
framework. In the process Cascoland promotes
international networking through exchange and
collaboration. Through artistic interventions,
construction of architectural structures/objects,
the use of performance and new media, and most
essential, audience participation, public space is
temporarily intensively activated. Artists, audiences, residents, local initiatives and organisations
are being mobilized to participate in the shaping
of their public space and to make it a reflection of
their identity. www.cascoland.com
Code33; by Suzanne Lacy
On October 7, 1999, dozens of cars converged on
the rooftop of Oakland’s City Center West Garage.
In the spotlight of their headlights, small group
discussions between 100 police officers and 150
young people confronted urgent issues: crime,
authority, power and safety. Production teams of
young people working over the summer had created video portraits of Oakland neighbourhoods
that played on thirty monitors perched on the
walls over-looking the city. An audience of 1000
community members roamed freely between cars
witnessing the spontaneous dialogue of youth and
police exploring realities and stereotypes.
www.suzannelacy.com

Meeting- and discussion
forums
Forums for meeting, discussion, working
and developing discourse is of course nothing new - here are some examples of forums
that we’ve encountered during möte09:
Tällberg Forums
The Tällberg Forum takes place in the village of
Tällberg, Sweden. Over 400 leaders from business
and politics, thinkers, scientists, artists and entrepreneurs get together for four days to address
global issues of urgency and common interest,
through conversation, reflection and working
sessions. Videos from the forums are available on:
www.tallbergfoundation.org
Protocoles Méta and the Congrès Singuliers
Since 2003, the “protocoles méta” have been
offering experimentation sessions and “congrès
singuliers” that link up diverse disciplines and
allow different audiences to intersect. These
conferences have taken place in artistic as well as
extra-artistic spaces in different cities: Blois, Paris,

Roubaix, Marseille, Aix-en-Provence, Rabat,
Cavaillon, Avignon, etc. “Protocoles-méta” is a
mobile, infiltrating, and progressively evolving
experimentation project, whose aim is to explore
modes of behavior and action in ways that go
beyond conventional approaches to exhibitions,
performances, and entertainment.
www.protocolesmeta.com
Performing Europe - Goldegg Meeting
The meeting happens in an alpine village about
70 km away from Salzburg. The program in the
castle and village of Goldegg is going on for three
full days. The idea is to bring curators, experts
and artists together and offer a diverse program
that is open for everyone’s input and contributions. The meeting is occupying more than 10
rooms of different sizes in a castle. In 2009, the
meeting was about the role of the performer in
the 21st century and arts and economy. Web:
www.szene-salzburg.net
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Web forums, resources
and archives
The web is overflowing with amazing text
and media archives. Here are some of the
most inspiring that we’ve stumbled upon.
Everybodys Toolbox - Open Source
in the performing arts
Everybodys is a online data base and a library, a
toolbox and a game creator, a publication house, a
score container, a site for distribution and for long
term investigatory discussions. It is a platform for
the development of tools and content, for research
and performance, for exchange and desire. Everybodys is a collective effort to develop the discourses that exist within the performing arts and
to create a platform where this information can be
accessed by a wider audience than the practitioners it involves. www.everybodystoolbox.net
choreograph.net
choreograph.net is an online journal growing a
community of knowledge about how we recognise, cultivate and negotiate a state of dance
in human and other systems. The desire is to
facilitate a community of practice around a sense
of choreography as a new and open metaphor.
Because everyone has their own idea of what
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choreography is, and how it can be done, it is the
ideal metaphor for a new kind of art form, one
that seeks to understand: human, artistic, social,
natural systems of knowledge, production, creation or automation; in terms of forces, patterns,
emergence, recurrence, recursivity and perception. http://choreograph.net
AAAARG
AAAARG is a conversation platform - at different
times it performs as a school, or a reading group,
or a journal. AAAARG was created with the intention of developing critical discourse outside of
an institutional framework. But rather than thinking of it like a new building, imagine scaffolding
that attaches onto existing buildings and creates
new architectures between them.
http://a.aaaarg.org
UbuWeb
UbuWeb is a huge online resource and archive
dedicated to all strains of the avant-garde, ethnopoetics, and outsider arts. All materials - texts,
videos, podcasts etc - on UbuWeb are being made
available for noncommercial and educational use.
www.ubu.com

TED - Technology, Entertainment, Design
TED started out in 1984 as a conference bringing together people from the fields of technology,
entertainment and design. Since then its scope
has become broader. The TEDTalks are 17 minute
“lectures” by people from various fields, and on
the website there are today around 450 talks available for streaming, downloading and sharing with
Creative Commons licencing. In möte09, the online TED Talks were often referred to as a source
of inspiration and information. www.ted.com

to publish personal work. www.open-frames.net

SQUID project
SQUID is an online archive of texts written by
professionals from the cultural field, but also a
framework to use for live arrangements such as
public events. We continuously invite artists, musicians, writers, curators, philosophers amongst
others, to write in relation to the engagement and
driving forces that run through, or parallel to
their own work. www.squidproject.net

SITE
SITE is a journal for contemporary art, architecture, cinema, and philosophy. When the
journal began six years ago, we attempted to set
ourselves a series of goals, or at least to circumscribe a certain terrain. Because of the plurality of
interests among the editors—artists, curators, film
theorists, architects, philosopher, art critics—this
proved to be a difficult if not impossible task, and
instead of operating with definitions that in the
end do not define anything, we attempted to do
the opposite: to remain as long as possible in an
indeterminate state. www.sitemagazine.net

OPEN-FRAMES
Open Frames has existed since January 01 2009
and is an online archive for performance based
work, addressed to the public with the invitation

e-flux
Established in January 1999 in New York, e-flux
is an international network which reaches more
than 50,000 visual art professionals on a daily
basis through its website, e-mail list and special
projects. Its news digest – e-flux announcements
– distributes information on some of the world’s
most important contemporary art exhibitions,
publications and symposia. www.e-flux.com
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Organizations and
networks
Institute of Network Cultures
The Institute of Network Cultures analyses
and shapes the terrain of network cultures
from the inside. No innocent bystander, it
actively contributes to the field through events,
publications and online dialogue. The sphere of
new media has huge potential for socio-technological change – the mission of the Institute of
Network Cultures, the INC, is to explore, document and feed this potential.
http://networkcultures.org
Jan van Eyck Academie
The Jan van Eyck Academie is an institute for
research and production in the fields of fine
art, design and theory, based in Maastricht. The
academy offers individuals and institutes the
opportunity to submit research or production
proposals. Besides, the Jan van Eyck itself also
initiates projects for which artists, designers
and theoreticians can apply. In order to realise
these projects the academy offers the necessary
made-to-measure artistic, technical and auxiliary preconditions and develops contacts with
external partners. Since the academy is not led by
predetermined leitmotivs, the subject matters of
the various research projects of the international
artists, designers and theoreticians are heterogeneous. www.janvaneyck.nl
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Sweet and Tender
Sweet & Tender Collaborations is an artist-driven
initiative and an artistic project in constant
development. Sweet and Tender consists of an
international group of individual artists that does
not share in a single artistic value or aesthetic, but
is instead organized around an idea for artistic
collaboration and production. It operates on
the idea that any individual who can create the
conditions for his or her own artistic production
and development can also create the space for
someone else. Sweet & Tender seeks to put the
power of cultural production and exchange more
into the hands of artists themselves, and to push
forward the public notion of performance and
cultural exchange in the 21st century.
www.sweetandtender.org
LabforCulture
LabforCulture is an autonomous project hosted
by the European Cultural Foundation (ECF).
Their mission is both to ensure that all those
working on cultural collaboration have access to
up-to-the-minute information and to encourage
the cultural sector to become more experimental
with online technologies. They provide information, research and analysis, online networking
tools, platforms for discussion and discourse, and
more. www.labforculture.org

LARM - festival, survey and archive
LARM documents and put forward women active
in sound art in the Nordic countries. Through
the LARM project we are making a contribution
to the historical record of sound art. LARM has
focused on the activities of women in sound art
because we could find no coherent information or
documentation about it in books about the subject. This together with what we could see of the
scene of active women in contemporary sound
art, gave rise to the project. www.larm-festival.se
PAF - Performing Arts Forum
PAF is a place for the professional and not-yet
professional practitioners and activists in the field
of performing arts, visual art, new media and
internet, theory and cultural production, who
seek to research and determine their own conditions of work. PAF is for people who can motorize
their own artistic production and knowledge
production not only responding to the opportunities given by the institutional market. Initiated
and run by artists, theoreticians and practitioners
themselves, PAF is a user-created, user-innovative
informal institution. Neither a production-house
and venue, nor a research-center, it is a platform
for everyone who wants to expand possibilities
and interests in his/her own working practice.
www.pa-f.net

The Public School
The Public School is a school with no curriculum.
At the moment, it operates as follows: first, classes
are proposed by the public (I want to learn this
or I want to teach this); then, people have the
opportunity to sign up for the classes (I also want
to learn that); finally, when enough people have
expressed interest, the school finds a teacher and
offers the class to those who signed up. The Public
School is not accredited, it does not give out
degrees, and it has no affiliation with the public
school system. It is a framework that supports
autodidactic activities, operating under the assumption that everything is in everything.
http://la.thepublicschool.org
PRECARE
PRECARE is operating as an intermediator
between property-owners of temporary vacant
premises and artistic or social initiatives in need
of workspace. PRECARE’s programme is to encourage public and private owners to allow temporary use of their unoccupied buildings; to raise
awareness about the fact that an empty good, if
only for a few weeks, could allow an individual or
a group to realize a project, stage a performance,
initiate a research project or create a meeting
place. www.precare.org
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Online working tools
Developing artistic discourse can also
happen through different modes of collaborating, communicating, discussing and
producing text. How we articulate changes
depending on if we use Skype, Facebook
or email, if we are sitting around the same
table or not etc. The technology we use
also effects the mentality and ideology in
respect of sharing, using and collaborating,
which of course effects the artistic production. During the project the toolboxes were
filled with contemporary online tools, sites
and programmes, many of them also good
for making everyday work and administration more efficient and fun, in a time where
artistic projects are being produced with
participants spread over the globe. Below are
some favourites:
EtherPad - Web-based real-time word processor
EtherPad is a brilliant tool for collaborative writing. It was introduced to us during the Umeå
meeting and has since then frequently been used
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in collaborative writing sessions. In Umeå it was
also used as a tool within some of the live scripting proposals as well as for collectively analysing
the events of the week through writing.
http://etherpad.com
Livestream - Online video streaming
Livestream is an online video broadcast solution
which in a simple way enables you to broadcast
live from your laptop or camera. In möte09,
Livestream was used in the Umeå sessions of
Read, write, look, act, where anyone online could
follow what was happening in the Black Box
and interact by writing in the online live-script
(Etherpad document), that was projected on the
back wall. Some of the group discussions were
also broadcasted and people from “the outside”
could comment and interact through a Skype
chat. www.livestream.com
MindMeister - Collaborative
Online Mind Mapping
MindMeister is a online mind mapping tool,

using its facilities for real-time collaboration to
allow global brainstorming sessions. Different
people can simultaneously work on the same
mind map and see each other’s changes as they
happen. MindMeister is a fun tool to use when
starting to articulate new ideas, projects, applications etc. www.mindmeister.com
Huddle - Online collaboration platform
Huddle gives you simple online workspaces containing project and collaboration tools. You can
discuss, upload documents and files, post subjects/ideas on the whiteboards, schedule events
and tasks etc. Huddle saves time and server space
compared to emailing, and makes sure everyone
gets the information by her/his own initiative.
www.huddle.net
Dropbox - Online file storing and sharing
Dropbox is a program and a tool that lets you
share files between your own or others computers.
You access the files on your computer, but they
are stored, updated, synched and shared on the

web. The tool is good for keeping track of documents and makes sure all collaborators have the
same versions. www.getdropbox.com
Issuu - PDF Viewer
Publish and share your publications for free and
embed on websites, blogs, and social networks.
Issuu is used both by big publishers and independent magazines, newspapers, and journals. There
are statistics on who & how many are reading,
and who links to your publications. Most of all, it
looks very nice when you turn the pages...
www.issuu.com
Google Translate
On Google Translate, you can automatically
translate text from/to over 50 languages. It doesn’t
always get right, you’ll still have work on the text
a bit, but it saves a lot of time when translating
longer texts. http://translate.google.com
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Marketing as project
Co-production
Budget & Statistics

In all parts of marketing the project, we wanted to produce
objects and activities that engaged the user in different kinds
of meetings. In the same way as we have been claiming that the
project is there to be used, we wanted to produce marketing that
was meant for using and activating, rather than simply watching/reading information. The idea was that these objects would
do the same thing as the project was about. One reason for
highlighting these attempts is that we, during the course of the
project, realized how they in themselves were exellent tools for
meeting and discussing. They have generated hours of talking
to “strangers”, about the issues of meeting, accessing the space

of art, class and politics. In this section we briefly describe these
projects, objects and games.
Invitations to the proposals and other activities were sent out
by email newsletters, sms (you could leave you number on the
website or write it down on one of our lists), and posted on
Facebook. Calls were made to the press and to potential visitors
from cultural organizations, universities and other educations.
The venues and co-producers also did marketing through their
channels.

möte09 objects
and games
Coasters: Tic-tac-toe
To produce conversation - about the project but
also in general - 4000 beer/wine/drink coasters
were printed and distributed in bars, cafés and
restaurants in the four cities. The pattern printed
on the coaster was a game of “tic-tac-toe”.
“Loppan” - interactive flyer/game
We asked the designers Jenni Sundin and Jessica
Sernefors to create a flyer, and they came up with
the idea of the “loppa” (we still haven’t found a
good word in English..). When playing the game,
there were instructions inside, aiming to encourage movement in the space, for example “enact
Turning Torso” (famous building in Malmö),
“smile like Mona-Lisa”, “dance to another song
than the one you hear”, “talk to the person behind
you”, “clap your hands for 30 seconds”. The loppa
was particularly popular among kids and people
over 60.
No Logo Bags
As part of the marketing we handed out simple
cotton bags and in line with the project’s “no
logo policy”, we decided to not print anything
on the bags, but instead connect it to an activity.
So, inside of each bag was another bag that the
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reciever was encouraged to pass on to someone
else; a give-away.
I Strongly Recommend Project
Anders Jacobson from möte09 went to the MADE
Festival in Umeå to market the project, and did
that by installing a table with games and the I
strongly recommend project, where you could
recommend something by writing and painting
on a no logo bag, provided that you give it away
to someone else. The visitors were, by giving away
their bags, giving tips about their favourite books,
films, music, cities, food and art, as well as general
tips such as “I strongly recommend NOT leaving
the party without saying goodbye” or “I strongly
recommend a bag without text”.
Conclusion
It is difficult to say whether these ways of marketing were actually efficient in terms of bringing
people to the events. We had the experience that
they were somehow too much fun “in themselves”,
so that the sender of the object/game became secondary or even irrelevant. This is of course nice
in a way; they did create meetings and important
conversations, but again, they were probably not
very efficient for getting people to the meetings.

Dance to another song and celebrate!
In March 2009, möte09 sent out a challenge to the
dance community, and the task was simple: Record a dance on video. When you edit, change the
song (or, solve the “another song-task” in whatever way). Upload. During Spring 2009 a total of
48 DTASAC videos were uploaded. Together they
were viewed 5109 times (not counting Facebook).
People were dancing everywhere; in bedrooms,

livingrooms, kitchens, airplanes, theatre lobbies…
We also used the concept during the meetings as
a common physical activity, creating movements
through accumulation (everyone makes one
movement that is then put together). The idea was
born on a night out with Diggapony Collaborations; in order to dance to songs that we don’t like,
we have to imagine a different song in our head,
and thus, get slightly out of rythm...
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Lovely meetings on
the side
From a blog post by Anders Jacobson
While sitting in Umeå at Café Mekka, folding
loppas for the MADE festival, a lovely woman
named Tove comes up to me to ask what I’m
doing. She is working with psychotherapy, likes
to dance and is planning the wedding of her
daughter, and we have a chat about the importance of meetings. When and how do they occur?
What is a good and meaningful meeting? Can we
choreograph them? What is the role of movement
in meetings and relations?
We talked about the concept that Joel Hedgren
brought up in Göteborg, “positive distraction” as
a means of helping a conversation out of a locked
situation. And about people working professionally with meetings and conversations, but who
are unable to manage meetings on a private level.
In psychotherapy this could be compared to the
notion of “object of transition”; that we need
something else to focus on in order to get to the
point.
Tove mentioned something very interesting about
giving; I asked her to give a “no logo bag” to
someone close. She was thinking of a particular
person and asked “but how do I give something
to someone who has been taught to not recieve?
Someone who wants to recieve a gift but says no?
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I see this in people of all ages, especially men they think that they shouldn’t recieve”.
Is it the fear of meeting a content/gift that is not
known? Is it jealousy of her having an interesting
meeting with someone else? Tove said that jealousy is everywhere, and that it is a kind of block
inbetween people, as opposed to positive distraction, which is somehow in front of us, something
to commonly focus on, to share and approach.
The difference of a static facing-each-other situation, and a more parallell situation where we walk
together in one direction or another.
We agree on a very practical approach, namely
that she can give away the bag and claim the environmental advantage compared to plastic bags.
That should be the right positive distraction for
this particular person in order for him to be able
to recieve...
We talk about the importance of play, and different games that could be used at the wedding she
is planning. I give Tove seven bags for her seven
children, table tennis balls and the task to come
up with a game for the wedding, and I very much
hope to see her during the Umeå meeting.

Co-production
An essential part in setting up möte09 was
investigating modes of collaborating, not
only in the physical meetings, but also on a
structural, political and economic level. We
tried to create a different type of network of
co-producers, that would invest in the project in perhaps new ways and constellations.
An important issue that arose during the
work was the question of “trademarks” and
“senders”; who is the sender of the project in
the marketing process, and later, the artistic
proposals? Who is responsible for what?
No Logo?
We felt the urge to react on todays strong
“logo-ism”, where many feel the need, in the
political-economical landscape of today, to disseminate their logos all over the place, valuing
(or giving into) visibility and display over critical process. Obviously display and visibility is
essential also for a project like möte09, but we
wanted to experiment with how we could put the
main focus on the ideas and questions discussed,
rather than who were producing the project. So,
we started using a “no-logo policy”, meaning that
no funders, co-producers or venues, would have
their logos displayed through the project. Instead
we tried the idea of making the project “it’s own

sender, credibility and responsibility” by only
using the möte09 website design as “trademark”,
and consequently not referring to PRODUKT,
the production team that initiatied the project.
Obviously this was a bad idea concerning marketing bringing a visible result, but hopefully a
statement to provoke some thinking on what we
value and what systems we give into while trying
to produce critical discourse in art.
Occational collisions
At some points our ways of working, searching,
questioning, desiring and our occasional confusion obviously collided with other structures and
policy systems. But we believe that only through
more collaboration and friction can we articulate
the direction we want/need to go. Co-production
is a huge work, but was most of the time, in
möte09, very productive, supportive and encouraging.
Thank you
This section is dedicated to the co-producers, that
have invested and helped develop and facilitate
the project with courage, energy, engagement and
resources. We are very grateful for your trust.
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Co-producers, partners
and venues
NorrlandsOperan Dans (Umeå)
NorrlandsOperan’s mission includes responsibility for touring productions as well as the
production, promotion, support and development
of opera, musical theatre, music, dance and other
stage productions. Common to each of the opera
house’s five areas of focus - opera, concerts, dance,
theatre and art - is the desire to create new forms
of and avenues for artistic expression, attract
new audiences and contribute to current social
debates. www.norrlandsoperan.se
Comment: The NorrlandsOperan Dance Department is, apart from being a venue for guest
performances, frequently engaged in co-productions and residencies, which is still quite unique
for a large institution in Sweden. In möte09,
the Dance Department co-funded the project,
provided the Black Box stage as a working space,
technical assistance, marketing, apartments and
support during the preparatory production. These
investments not only made the meeting in Umeå
possible, but also supported the whole project
and gave it a financial authority that undoubtably
strengthened other funders’ trust in the project.
Atalante (Göteborg)
Since 1987 Atalante has been a venue for contemporary dance and music in Göteborg, Sweden.
The stage is considered one of the prime driving
forces behind development of performing arts in
Sweden. Today Atalante is a vital forum for art
events, theatre, performance, video, film, experimental music, text, philosophy, public debate; an
important part of cultural life in Göteborg and
the Västra Götaland Region. Above all, Atalante is
a warm and welcoming place where people meet.
www.atalante.org
Comment: Atalante joined the project both as the
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venue for the Göteborg meeting and as part of the
touring network Turnéslingan Tre Scener (with
Moderna Dansteatern and Dansstationen). Atalante in this way co-funded the project through
the network’s touring budget, as well as technical
and productional assistance during the preparatory period.
Dansstationen (Malmö)
Dansstationen (the Dance Station) have presented
contemporary dance in Malmö and in our county
Skåne, in the south of Sweden, since 1991. Since
2004 Dansstationen has resided in fantastic
locations in the heart of Malmö at Palladium, a
unique venue for dance and music. Dansstationen
consists of three different parts: national and
inetrnational guest performances at Palladium in
Malmö, the Touring Company and the SALTO!
festival. The latter two components are aimed
exclusively at a young audience.
www.dansstationen.nu
Comment: Dansstationen is the second part of
the touring network “Slingan” and was our main
partner in Malmö, even though the actual meeting took place in Garaget. Through Slingan they
co-funded the project and supported us during
the preparatory period.
Moderna Dansteatern (Stockholm)
Moderna Dansteatern has since 1986 been established as a leading Stockholm venue for contemporary and post-modern dance, performing arts,
installations and genre-transgressing scenic works
of art. www.modernadansteatern.se
Comment: Moderna Dansteatern was an essential
part of developing the project “Meeting Sweden
06” that was the seed starting the thinking about
möte09. Since then, Moderna Dansteatern have

supported us in various ways, in discussing
möte09 and being the third part in “Slingan”, enabling möte09 to set up the touring network with
Atalante and Dansstationen.

openness and curiousity that most art-spaces are
only talking about. And it was curious to notice
that Garaget wasn’t very known amongst local
artists. www.malmo.se/garaget

Weld (Stockholm)
Weld is an independent platform for experimental
processes and knowledge production. We gather
impulses and ideas; we combine and break them
down; we re-think them - while aspiring to define
ourselves as something not quite tangible. Making
use of critical ideas and free ways of thinking, we
aim to share our physical and virtual space with
people active within the disciplines of dance/visual arts/theatre/literature/architecture/music/film
and science to discover alternatives, new paths.
Our primary focus is on dance and we strive
towards the creation of contexts and situations
that both deepen and expand the art form. www.
weld.se

Galleri Verkligheten (Umeå)
Verkligheten (Reality) is a non-commercial,
artist-run gallery and project room in Umeå,
Sweden. Verkligheten shows unexpected visual
art, hosts talks and seminars and provides a place
for artists and public to meetand discuss art and
reality. www.verkligheten.net

Comment: We find Weld a very important place
for developing/thinking dance, choreography and
critical discourse in new ways. The artistic director, Anna Koch, has created an open and focused
milieu/structure/support for many experimental
and/or young artists.
Garaget (Malmö)
Comment: Garaget is a participatory culture
centre, meeting place, library, café and Dialogue
Lab, run by the City of Malmö. The basic idea
is that anyone that uses the space can propose
the activities that will happen there. In möte09,
Garaget provided free working space. It was the
only venue that was not coded as a place for
“professional art production”. It is rather a socialpolitical initiative for research, integration and
participatory culture production. The result is a
truly unique place. Garaget operates in a mode of

Comment: In möte09, Verkligheten provided
an alternative working space to complement the
schedules at NorrlandsOperan. This gave us interesting possibilities to shift between the institutional and the artist-run space and politics, as well
as a beautiful working space.
Adekwhat (Brussels/Stockholm)
Adekwhat is an alternative performing group and
organization founded in 2000 by the choreographer Philippe Blanchard. A small flexible organization, which would respond to a wide diversity
of projects and collaborations related to performing art. http://adekwhat.com
Comment: Adekwhat supported the project as a
discussion partner and by offering the production
team free office space in Stockholm during the
pre-production period.
Collecting tips
All co-producers have given recommendations of
participants to invite. Additionally, the organising team has had approximately 50 meetings with
artists, universities, galleries, companies, venues
and organisations in order to collect suggestions
for participants.
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Funders
During one and a half year, 19 major funding
applications were made, of which 10 were
granted. 6 of those were fully granted.
Konstnärsnämnden - Arts Grants Committee
The Swedish Arts Grants Committee awards
government grants to individual artists within
the areas of visual art and design, music, theatre,
dance and film. The Arts Grants Committee supports professional artists’ work, development and
international contacts and keeps itself informed
about artists’ financial and social circumstances.
These activities are financed by the Swedish government. www.konstnarsnamnden.se
Comment: möte09 recieved three grants through
individual artists’ applications: pre-production,
international exchange and production.
Kulturrådet - Swedish Arts Council
Swedish Arts Council is a government authority
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whose principal task is to implement national
cultural policy determined by the Parliament.
The Council is responsible for the allocation of
state cultural funding to theatre, dance, music,
literature, arts periodicals and public libraries,
and to the fine arts, museums and exhibitions,
providing the Swedish government with the basic
data it needs to make cultural policy decisions, by
evaluating state spending in the cultural sphere,
etc, as well as providing information about culture
and cultural policy. www.kulturradet.se
Comment: The Arts Council funded möte09 for
international exchange and dance development
efforts.
Kulturkontakt Nord - Nordic Culture Point
Nordic Culture Point serves as a secretariat for
the culture programmes and expert groups of the
Nordic Council of Ministries, provides information on the programmes and supplies advice to

those applying for support. Nordic Culture Point
also profiles Nordic culture within and outside the
Nordic region. http://kknord.org
Comment: Nordic Culture Point funded möte09
with a short term networking grant and capacity
development, criticism and sharing of knowledge.
Stockholm City Culture Department
The department for cultural and integration support provides backing for independent cultural
activities in Stockholm. Support is given either
as operational or project support to professional groups and organisations active in various
artistic fields, such as theatre, dance, music, film,
literature, art and design.
www.kultur.stockholm.se
Comment: The department provided project
funding for the Stockholm meeting.

Göteborg City Culture Department
The culture department owns several local art
institutions, supports independent cultural life of
Göteborg and is, among other things, responsible
for art in public spaces.
Comment: The department provided project
funding for the Göteborg meeting.
Danskontoret - Region of Västra Götaland
Danskontoret (Dance Office) at the regional
department for arts and culture development, is
working to strengthen and develop professional
dance in the region, by developing projects together with dance practitioners, create platforms
for meeting and venues for touring, building
networks etc. www.konstochkultur.vgregion.se
Comment: The department provided project
funding for the Göteborg meeting.
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Other collaborations,
supporters and friends
Rabash Webb&Design Kooperativ (Göteborg)
Rabash is a web and design co-operative based
in Göteborg. They design, develop and adapt websites for organisations, campaigns and companies.
The collaboration with Rabash had an important
impact on the project by making it accessible and
user-friendly, while it also helped us to categorize
and prioritize all our ideas and directions.
http://rabash.se

ganic and fair-trade clothes, bags, textiles and
more. Oria kindly provided möte09 with cotton
“no-logo” bags that were used for marketing.
www.oria.se

Jessica Sernefors & Jenni Sundin (Stockholm)
Jessica and Jenni is a design and marketing
concept duo based in Stockholm. They have
designed campaigns for various companies as
well as separate exhibitions. The duo designed
möte09’s interactive “flyer”, called “the loppa”.
jenniochjessica.se

Supporters
- mychoreography.org (Stockholm): The MA
Programme in choreography at The University
College of Dance, Stockholm, supported with
travel costs for Johan Thelander.
www.danshogskolan.se
- INPEX (International Performance Exchange):
Provides us with an international network and
strategy development discussions. INPEX also
paid the travels for Valentina Desideri.

Oria - fair trade & organic (Västerås)
Oria is a design company that produces or74

Ekotryck Redners (Stockholm)
Ekotryck Redners is a printing company with
strict environmental policies. They supported
möte09 with discount www.ekotryckredners.se

www.inpex.se
- Skånes Dansteater (Malmö): Arranged apartment during the pre-production in Malmö.
www.skanesdansteater.se
- MADE Festival (Umeå): Provided space and
supported us in taking part in the festival.
www.m-a-d-e.se
- Gammliahallen (Umeå): Provided artificial grass
for the activities in Umeå. www.umea.se
- Pingis-shoppen (Göteborg): Provided lots of
table-tennis balls. www.pingisshoppen.se
Friends providing apartments
Gilda Stillbäck, Emma Rygielski, Scenarkivet/Atalante, Susanna Leibovici, Maria Naidu, Rani Nair,
WISP & Petter Ericsson.
Info supporters (spreading the word)
- Dansens Hus (House of Dance, Stockholm)
www.dansenshus.se

- Kulturverkstan (Göteborg)
www.kulturverkstan.net
- Danstidningen (Dance Magazine)
www.danstidningen.se
- Konstfack (University College of Arts, Crafts
and Design, Stockholm) www.konstfack.se
- Södertörn Univesity (Aesthetics Programme,
Stockholm) www.sh.se
- Danscentrum Sverige (Dance Center Sweden)
www.danscentrum.se
- Svensk Danskommitté (Swedish Dance Committee) http://danskommitten.se
- Göteborgs Universitet (Faculty of Fine, Applied
and Performing Arts) www.konst.gu.se
- Göteborgs Konsthall
www.konsthallen.goteborg.se
- Umeå University (Academy of Fine Arts)
www.umu.se/art
- Inkonst (Venue in Malmö) www.inkonst.com
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Credits
möte09 core team		
			
			
			

Ingrid Cogne; concept development, documentation
Anders Jacobson; production, fundraising
Efwa-Wiktoria Rodell; production, logistics
Johan Thelander; concept development, economy

möte09 network		
			
			
			
			

Anja Arnqvist; application support, discussions
Maline Casta; illustrations, discussions
Mattias Strand; discussions
Sofia Sundström; preparatory web development support
Jenny Wendefors; intern March 25-April 25, production

NorrlandsOperan Dans
			
			
			

Moa Daimar & Per; technicians
Annelie Gardell; artistic director
Johanna Mattsson; marketing director
Olga Pettersson & Clara Åkerlund, producers

Weld			
			

Anna Koch; Artistic director
Sannah Söderman; producer

Atalante			
			
			

Pär Bengtsson & Victor Wendin; technicians
Eva Ingemarsson & Niklas Rydén; artistic directors
Minna Kiper, Emma Rygielski, Katarina Sigge & Isabella; producers

Garaget			
			
			
			

Andreas Ingefjord; Library manager
Solveig Jansson; process manager during pre-production
Emelie Wieslander; dialogue lab project manager
Elin & Stefan; administrative and technical staff

Dansstationen		
			
			
			

Lars Eidevall; artistic director
Kajsa Karlström; marketing
Madeleine Lind; technical direcor
Peter Sunesson & Svetlana Rix; producers

Galleri Verkligheten

Emma-Lina Ericson & Mattias Olofsson; möte09 contacts

Moderna Dansteatern
			

Christina Molander; artistic director
Stina Dahlström; producer

Turnéslingan Tre Scener

Atalante, Dansstationen, Moderna Dansteatern

Adekwhat		
			

Philippe Blanchard; artistic director
Emmy Astbury; producer

Rabash Webb- och 		
Designkooperativ		
			

Kristin Lidström; designer
Petter Joelson; programming
Jacob Brydolf & Alvin Andersson; support
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Project budget
Costs
Salaries/fees (including all taxes, insurance & pension)

SEK 1 020 000

€ 98 700

Travels

SEK 112 000

€ 10 900

Accommodations & Per Diem

SEK 244 000

€ 23 600

Production costs

SEK 33 000

€ 3 200

Marketing and website

SEK 68 000

€ 6 600

Administration costs (telephone, leasing & office material, postage)

SEK 50 000

€ 4 900

Bank costs and accountancy

SEK 31 000

€ 3 000

Representation

SEK 17 000

€ 1 700

Working space

SEK 13 000

€ 1 300

Post production/publications

SEK 68 000

€ 6 600

SEK 1 656 000

€ 160 200

NorrlandsOperan Dans

SEK 250 000

€ 24 200

Turnéslingan Tre Scener

SEK 170 000

€ 16 500

Konstnärsnämnden (Arts Grants Committee)

SEK 436 000

€ 42 200

Kulturrådet (Swedish Arts Council)

SEK 300 000

€ 29 100

KulturKontakt Nord (Nordic Culture Point)

SEK 307 000

€ 29 700

Stockholm Stads Kulturförvaltning (Stockhom City Culture Department)

SEK 100 000

€ 9 700

Göteborg Stads Kultuförvaltning (Göteborg City Culture Department)

SEK 60 000

€ 5 900

Danskontoret, Konst- och kulturutveckling, Västra Götalandsegionen

SEK 20 000

€ 2 000

Investment from Hybris Konstproduktion

SEK 13 000

€ 1 300

SEK 1 656 000

€ 160 200

Total

Revenues

Total

Comments
Admission to the open events were free. Investments made by co-producers that are not within the frame
of this project budget, are not visible here, but include for example free working space, travels, accommodations and office space during pre-production, sharing travel costs for some of the participants etc. Also,
non paid working time of the production team is not visible.
Conversion to Euro according to Sveriges Riksbank 091012.
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Statistics; audience
(physical) attendance
Here we estimate the quantity of audience attending at the Proposals, Price of a Coffee and open doors.
Many times the exact number of people is difficult to state, since some passed by, some stayed several
hours, some were present in the room doing something else, having coffee and talking to the participants,
kids playing football on stage… We are guessing that a majority of the visitors were artists or in other
ways involved in the art world. This could of course be seen as a failure - that we didn’t “reach out” further,
and is probably best explained by that it is difficult to broadly market a project where no one knows what
will happen, or not even when. The spontanious invitations naturally made it difficult for some people to
come, but on the other hand easier for people that like spontaneous dropping by to see what’s going on.
The statistics below are for the public events during the meetings.

Stockholm
Number of open events
Total visitors		

4
≈ 120

Umeå
Number of open events:
Total visitors		

9
≈ 170

Göteborg
Number of open events:
Total visitors		

3
≈ 140

Malmö
Number of open events:
Total visitors		

4
≈ 140

Other relevant participation
We would also like to give some focus to other types of relevant participation, meaning meetings, discussions and encounters that didn’t necessarily happen during the meetings or at the venue. It is clear
that encounters like these can be as much or sometimes even more relevant to the people involved than
joining/watching an announced activity/event. Great discussions around the aspects of meeting has
happened for example within the network of the co-production, participants and potential participants
(approximately 85-100 people; during pre-production and project development meetings, in each city and
abroad, with possible collaborators and key institutions/networks, artists and educations (appr. 70 people);
through marketing activities such as during the MADE Festival (appr. 50 people) etc. Something to note,
is the potential long-term “effects” of a project like this where ideas and encounters work over time.
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Statistics; website and
online activity
In order to further discuss different ways of performing the role of the “audience”, we connected the
statistics tools Awstat and Piwik to the website. What role does numbers play when we claim the success
or failure of a project or a performance? When do the thoughts of a project really effect someone and how
can we know this? How do we value physical presence compared to online presence? What if someone
coming to the theatre is “abscent” the whole show? When does quantity become qualitative? And what is
actually an international project?
The statistics from the website (March-August 09) shows a total page visits of 14 856, visitors from 59
countries, spending a total time of 40 days and 11 hours uploading, using and/or watching material on the
page. Videos generated through the project has had approximately 6 400 views.
So, what does this mean? The numbers include the möte09 producers and the participants. Some “page
visits” have spent 30 seconds on the page, others several hours. What we do know from these numbers is
that the site and thus the project has been used, which is the perhaps the most important aspect of it. The
site continues to be a vast archive of tools, videos and documentation pointing in all kinds of directions,
and had, according to the statistic tools, over 2 400 visits in August 09 - almost three months after the last
meeting. Below are the statistics for March-June:

March 09			
Page visits: 		
Unique visitors: 		

2 943
1 219		

May 09				
Page visits: 		
2 718
Unique visitors: 		
1 296

Visitors from: Sweden, United States, Austria, Germany,
France, Finland, United Kingdom, Norway, Netherlands,
Belgium, South Africa, Denmark, Australia, China,
Spain, Switzerland, New Zealand, Japan, Italy, Colombia,
Iceland, Ukraine, Russia, Lithuania, Croatia, Canada,
Greece, Turkey, Ireland, Republic of Moldova, Poland,
Argentina, Romania & Singapore.

Visitors from: Sweden, United States, Germany, France,
Finland, Belgium, Austria, Italy, Netherlands, United
Kingdom, Iceland, Norway, Denmark, Japan, Spain, Bulgaria, Switzerland, South Africa, United Arab Emirates,
Portugal, Greece, Romania, Brazil, Argentina, Canada,
Taiwan, India, Turkey, Israel, Poland, Australia, Republic
of Korea, Serbia, Czech Republic,China & Estonia.

April 09
Page visits: 		
Unique visitors: 		

June 09
Page visits: 		
Unique visitors: 		

2 425
1 184

Visitors from: Sweden, United States, France, Germany,
Denmark, Iceland, Finland, United Kingdom, Austria,
Norway, Belgium, Netherlands, Ukraine, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, Italy, Poland, Japan, South Africa, India,
Croatia, Russia, Portugal, Greece, Australia, New Zealand, China, Hungary, Thailand, Ireland & Brazil.

2 574
1 300

Visitors from: Sweden, United States, France, Germany,
Finland, Denmark, Italy, Estonia, United Kingdom, Austria, Portugal, Belgium, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Japan, Bulgaria, Australia, Brazil, Russia, Mexico, India,
Iceland, China, Turkey, Switzerland, Croatia, Ireland,
Malaysia, South Africa, Thailand, Lithuania, Serbia,
Tonga, Ethiopia, Romania, Czech Republic, Poland &
Argentina.
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Photos by Anders Jacobson, except:
Page 5: Ingrid Cogne: Ingrid Cogne, Anders Jacobson: Melina Mastrotanasi, Efwa-Wiktoria Rodell: Efwa-Wiktoria
Rodell
Page 10-11: Collective Horizon, initiated by Olof Broström
Page 14-15 & 24-25: All pictures provided by the participants
Page 17: Andrea, by Olof Broström
Page 26: 2 minutes with...: from video by Ingrid Cogne
Page 27: Auditorium Piece: from video by Niklas Rydén
Page 32: Apocalyptical Skin Lift: Sybrig Dokter
Page 35: Victor Saiz and Stefanie Wuschitz: provided by the participants
Page 37: Living room - MiniOpera Background projections, by Stefanie Wuschitz
Page 44-45: Krõõt Juurak, Eeva Muilu and Emma Nordlund: provided by the participants
Page 67: Dance to another song and celebrate! All pictures from videos by the makers of the videos
Page 73: Illustration by Jelena Rundqvist
All pictures in the “Toolboxes” section are photos of websites of the organizations referred to
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möte09 - a proposal on forms of meetings between art, theory, artists and audience

möte09 (meeting09) was a choreographic project as well as an interdisciplinary and international meeting place. Four meetings, ranging
between seven to fourteen days, took
place during the Spring 2009 in four
Swedish cities: Stockholm, Göteborg,
Umeå and Malmö. In total, 31 artists/
theorists/practitioners from different fields were invited to a short and
intense process with the main task of
investigating formats of meeting an
audience/user. Another essential part
in setting up möte09 was investigating modes of production and collaboration - not only in the physical meetings, but also on structural, political
and economic levels.
The ambition of this publication is to
share some of the thoughts that were
generated through the project, to discuss related questions and to recommend tools, games, projects, networks
and forums that we have encountered
during the project. Enjoy!

